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"Hey

guys!... Wake up!!... You're not gonna believe this!!. ..
Remember
all those
millions
of baby steps
we used to have to take?!!... "

with

:J\Aeeting
Clinton
& ~ore

I am attending a gathering or conference
and rny room is near the center where we will converge.
Unexpectedly, I am paid a visit by Bill Clinton and Al Gore!
I invite them in and we have the most delightful dialogue.
It is totally abstract, humorous
political rhetoric and it is hilarious though we hold straight faces,
act serious - throughout the talk.
At a moment when it appears our purpose is fulfilled,
I get up to leave and join the gathering ....
but on second thought,
poke my head back into the room
where they remain seated and say,
"I have only one more thing to say before I leave:
Keep It Simple!"
\:
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Our purpose is to raise individual and cultural appreciation for the value of dreams and to disseminate information
that will assist and empower us in taking responsibility for
our cultural, emotional and spiritual well-being
with the help of dreams & mythology. Our goals are to
unite and serve those who respect dreams, to empower
dreamers in demystifying dream work and to assist with the
integration of dreamsharing into our culture ... in whatever
ways of integrity are shown and given us.
We believe that dreams are agents for change and often
reveal important new insights about the life of the dreamer,
both personal and cultural.
Recalling a dream is a signal that we are ready to understand the information that has been presented. Enacting the
dream's hint can bring personal empowerment.
We seek to provide a balance and to give all nations, voices
and schools of thought an opportunity to be heard.
There will be times when a particular area of interest will be
given greater emphasis than another because of the limited
space in the Journal and that which is surfacing
which is of interest to the readership.
The emphasis will change over time to allow for a wide
range of ideas, opinions and areas of interest
to be explored and expressed.
We invite you to indicate areas of interest and questions
you would like to see explored in future issues.
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NOTE Regarding Submissions:
Individuals from all cultures and
walks of life who desire to share are
encouraged to submit dream & myth
related manuscripts, poetry and
artwork for consideration ..... even if
it falls outside the scope of the
current focus or theme. We also
invite your dreamsharing, transformational dream experiences and insights regarding effective dreamwork
and dreamplay techniques.
Given the overall synchronicity
that shapes the DreamNetwork, your
submission is likely to fit perfectly
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Your article may also be appropriate for one of our two regular
features, The Art of Dreamsharing
(which includes a broad range of
articles on Dream Education), or The
Mythic Dimension (which explores
the relationship and connections
between dreams and mythology).
And, of course, we always love to
hear from you in our Responses
column! Whether you were inspired
or infuriated by the latest issue or
would just like to clear up an area of
confusion or correct an oversight,
please let us hear from you!
Vol.16 No. 3/Dream Network
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DreamBestimy: Animals as Teache- that's right! - Dreamsongs!
rs in Dreams (pg. 12) inspires and

i_:==-------------------,

I

recall reading a book
entitled Initiation years ago.
While in meditation at a retreat,
the author experienced an indepth past life re-play. She saw
herself as a young woman born to
a family of Egyptian royalty, desiring - at an earlier-than-usual
age and ultimately being granted
the opportunity - to be initiated
into the mysteries of their spiritual traditions.
One of the first requirements of the process was being
exposed to circumstances and
situations which evoked the full
spectrum of emotional responses:
joy, anger, love, pain, bliss, jealousy, ecstasy, grief, et.al. Initiates
were not permitted to move onto
the next phase in the process until
they became adept at responding
to all emotional situations with
both compassion and equanimity.
That was required of me in
sculpting this issue and will be
required of you in assimilating it,
I believe.
For pure fun - given our
focus on Humor -enjoy Cooking
With Eggs (pg. 16) and meet
LorenzoAbdula (pg. 19) in Fez,
Morocco with high and witty
Noreen Wessling and WIT and its
Relationto the Unconscious(pg.17)
from Janice Baylis. We are also
joyfully introduced to Slow Wave
- cartoon renderings of dreams
- by Jesse Reklaw and the poetry
of Denworthy. All... reminders of
the importance of humor and play
in healing and coping with life.

Beingand Dancingwith
PrincessDianaand The Sun is Ill
(pg.42) requires us "To participate
with joy in the sorrow of the
world," (JosephCampbell)while A

6
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renews our sense of wonder at
this vast and incredible mystery
we experience alone at night and
share together in these pages.
To set the record straight
and the mood for the holiday
season, Dr. Joseph Cusumano
provides brilliant insight into the
dreaming and personal mythology of Scrooge in his article The

TransformationalDreamworkof
EbenezerScrooge(pg. 36) and Elizabeth Strahan provides excellent
suggestions as we move forward
in this exciting time when our
beloved dreams are becoming
evermore integrated into our
daily lives and culture.
(see l.)reamWeaving, pg. 32).
And it is truly an exciting
time in the field of dreams!
Everywher2 one turns, there is a
new book, project, event, movie,
article .... acknowledging and encouraging individuals to pay
attention! to their dreams.
There is the Theater of
Dreams in New York City, a
fund-raising effort to make a
movie based on The Kin of Ata
Are Waiting For You. a documentary film on Kilton Stewart
and the Senoi being done by
Finlanders, a comic zine - Concave Up!- created by the magician Jesse Reklaw, Jill Gregory's
continuing and extensive Novato
Dream Library and Dick McLeester's new library on the East
Coast, Linda Magallon's new
book, Mutual Dreaming, a 16 set
video series on Dreams by past
president of the LA Jungian
Society, Elizabeth Strahan, utilizing Jungian theory and essentially espousing the ethics and
mission Dream Network initiated
at its inception. Soon, a whole
new genre' of music will emerge

16 No. 3

It's incredible, overwhelming
and very intense .... so much emotional and spiritual energy being
released. We are truly, collectively,
being initiated ..... and each of us is
making a very significant contribution.
I consider it a High privilege
to be of service to you in this way
and to serve you in any way possible and thank you for your continued support and encouragement.

Recently, I had a dream in
which ....

I am coachinga groupof people
participatingin a trackmeet.
They engagein two or three
'practice'runs and I see that
their energy is being utilized
primarilycompetitively... not for
thefun of the sport. I get them to
arrangethemselvesin a circle
and work to shift the energyby
encouragingthat they enjoy
their bodies,one another,the
run .... ratherthan placingthe
focus on the competition,on
winning. Visibly,their moodand
energychangesand they begin
feeling kin with one another.I
am awakenedby the ring of a
phone (a dreamring) as I am
saying: "Go with theflow!
Be in the moment."
A good note on which to
take leave. Do Enjoy!

p.s. I'll coach you if you'll coach
me! Let me know how we're doing!
Write letters in response to this
issue, raise new issues and controversies, ask questions, submit articles, artwork and poetry. Let us
continue Dancing the Dream
Awake and Dreaming Humanity's
Path ..... 'v

Working with the elements, seasons and moons, we too will join
them in "Dream One Dream" to
touch the world leaders with compassion and love. Our prayer is the
i.::===========-=-----=----------f
guardian spirit will touch these
people in powerful positions, who
presume to own the world, with the
"Dream One Dream"
beauty of a sunset or sunrise, a
moon, a mountain, a tree, a river, an
The Elders tell us that our
ocean, a child, a wife, a life. Somedreams are often more important
thing to make them "human beings."
than our waking lives. In the morn:Most of us are not privileged to
ing at Hopiland the first thing the
go to the magnificent ceremonies
Grandmothers and Grandfather
on the pueblos. However we hope
Chief Dan Evehema would ask is,
this year to have friends around the
"Did you have a Dream," and then
globe to send good thoughts and
we would share dreams. Often they
prayers to these age old ceremowould be very spectacular due to
nials so they will endure and consome special ceremony being held
tinue to light our path to wholeness
on the Mesa, sometimes they would
and balance.
be very personal, always meaningThese ceremonies and ceremony
ful to them and me.
chambers are in danger of extinctThe old ones say, much cif our
ion and our elders need your prayreality in this waking world is
ers and good thoughts to continue.
manifest in our Dream World. We
We can go there in our dreams, and
have worked with Spiritual leaders,
many people do. Will you take our
local California tribes, Lakota and
hand and pray with us in our
spiritual roots with the Hopi Elders,
dream time?
and others. They all have explained
This is what the Great Spirit has
that if people want to send mischief
given us to share. We cannot teach
to situations and keep them off
you how to be a HOPI or Native
balance, Dream Time is the place
American or indigenous person.
they start. So the purpose of our
"Dream One Dream" section is to
Although if the truth is known,
everyone's roots are there if they
undo mischief and create harmony.
look back far enough. The darkest
Our prayer and intention in this
global prayer work is to establish a
kept secret of today's modern
world is, "There is no secret." Be
lasting peace on Earth, compassion
and unity for all mankind as ONE
that as it may, a truth for each to
find on their own, we will just share
human family, in the Spirit of
Creator (God's) love.
what is well published and the
One focus of this prayer Dream
spiritual guidance from the Creator
energy will be directed to Hopiland
to you.
as a protection to preserve their
November is the perfect month to
culture. Another is directed to
start our work as that is when the
world government and spiritual
beginning preparations of the winleaders around the world. Espeter ceremonies at Hopiland will
cially the UN and big business.
begin. In our secular world we have
As the prayers reach these holy
Thanksgiving and harvest cerechambers at Hopiland and then
mony. The Hopi Elders explain that
radiate back out to the world a new
their secret of harmony and longeglow of light will be seen from our
vity has been that they work as a
Mother Earth as healing and unity
unit, being of one mind and one
begins.
heart. This does not mean they are
Indigenous people the world
not wonderfully individual, they
over know the power of prayer.
are. This means in community

things, prayer life for soft gentle
rain and well being of humanity,
thev are of one mind and one heart.
As we begin our work please feel
free to contact us and let us know
how you are doing and what you
are doing in your community. If
you are the shy type and are working alone, that is okay too. Just as in
our "Medicine Shield Workshops,
for Rainbow Hoops for the Seventh
Generation," know we are unlocking your very own "spirituai DNA"
and even though we give you and
the whole world the same instructions, no one, absolutely no one is
YOU. The symbols will be collective
in instruction but your interpretation will be so personal, the code
will be virtually untellable to negative forces, especially if you keep
them to your self.
So our "Dream One Dream"
work will move with the seasons
and moon cycles. VVe,vill provide
an outline and then each month we
will give in depth information on
how to set your altar. Special prayer
times, special prayers, so we will be
in unity. This will be in addition to
your own unique style.

Dep see mana/Katherine
Website URL http://
unmv.timesoft.com/hopi/peace.htm

Questions About Senoi
Have Kilton Stewart's ideas
about the behavioral effects of Senoi
dream culture proved true over
time? Were Senoi teenagers really
cooperative, independent, and nonrebellious at the time of his studies?
And, if so, to what degree has such
behavior been directly tied to
dreamwork as opposed to any
number of other cultural factors?
Did the Senoi dream techniques
die with acculturation or did they
mold the interaction of Senoi culture with a (relatively) dreamless
capitalism?

JosephLubischer,BaimbridgeIsland, WA
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Planetary Dream Repository
This is a plea in response to a
letter in the current issue of Dream
Network suggesting we establish a
Dream Library where people could
donate their dream diaries when
they die or no longer want to keep
them.
May I suggest a Planetary
Dream Repository? My dream
diary is over 3 years old and if you
have a facility to keep it where
other people could use it for inspiration or any good purpose after I
die or cannot care for it anymore, it
would be EXTREMELY MEANINGFUL to me.
If you have storage facilities,
you could just store them by
author's name, home town and year
of birth and death. Just knowing
that you were engaging in this
humble collection project would
make me sleep better at night and
ease some of the existential angst.
It could be the soul of Planet Earth!
It could be a rallying point for the
forces of light in integrating our
shadow side. I'm learning from
history that rejecting and projecting
our national shadow leads to the
kind of disaster we're experiencing
today.
But surely all these grand functions must develop organically.
I beseech you now merely to start
the collection with a simple indexing system that allows for expansion
as the collection grows. Now is the
time for simple seed planting, but
think if it can continue for 100
years! 2000 - 2100. What a treasure!
What a chance to leave a meaningful legacy! It would inspire individuals as well as Shared Dreaming
Groups by tapping people's desire
to leave their mark on history.
Psychological and Anthropological researchers could use it. And
surely the enterprise, starting so
humbly as just a collection of dream
diaries will be a spring of new ideas
that we can't even imagine now.
What if it continues a thousand

8

years, to the year 3000? This is
spiritual science and technology!
Families could read their ancestor's dream diaries and living
people could address their dream
diaries to their future descendants.
This would strengthen human community, soulfully. Living tradition,
deep-rooted dynamic growing
identity, reserved only for aristocracy in the past, now open to
everyone.
Since it has been conceived in
the last issue of the DreamNetwork
Journal,if you give it actual physical
birth, it will grow into something
wonderful. The movie 2010 Another
SpaceOdyssey comes to mind.
Perhaps this is a way to rectify the
damage done by Descartes, Kant,
Schopenhauer, et. al., to the original
science of Newton, Kepler, Swedenborg, et. al. A way to return soul
to science.
But again the focus must be on
the simple efforts needed now perhaps a storage shed and an
index file. The paper should be
maintained in original (not transferred to data banks) because the
flesh and sweat of the writer (not to
mention the writer/ dreamer's aura
and its forces) have entered into it;
handwriting. analysts of the future
may want the original (no reproductions). Or simpler, do you have
a bookshelf or filing cabinet available. Climate control should be considered: temperature, humidity, etc.
If you organize this, perhaps
you could publish the first collection in the Journal and invite anyone
to make arrangements in their will
for shipment of the diaries upon
their demise. I personally am eager
to participate. Perhaps it won't be
as poignant as The Bridgesof Madison County but then again, maybe it
will. (Humor is important, right?)
I look forward to your announcement of the opening of the
Planetary Dream Repository, under
any name you choose.
Wishing happy dreaming to all,
sincerely.

Dream NetworkNol. 16 No. 3

EricCusimano,Kowasaki-shi,Japan

The Man on the Dock

I love dreams in which I'm not
myself. A chance (as in reading and
movies) to enter another's life. Is
there any lore out there about this
phenomenon? The following, recent
dream also raises questions of
language and historical period:
enough to make one believe in
past lives.
"The Man on the Dock"
A thirtyish sea captaineyes a
young woman. He's leaningover a
docksiderailing trying to glimpse her
in her nearbyhouse.I'm the sea
captain.Then I'm the girl, eying him
now, trying to make sure he catches
sight of me/herwithout knowing she's
flirting. She has afoot up on a rail too.
Her long blueand white skirt
(suspiciously like one I just found at the
local Salvation Army) coversher toes.
So, I'm dreaming something
out of Sarah Orne Jewett's The
Country of the Pointed First, circa
1890's!

Backin her parlor,her brotherstease
her. "Next you'll want to know what
kind of things he has in his apartment
in Portsmouth, onesays.
11

Is it Portsmouth, N.H. or
Portsmouth, England? Apartment,
of course, is an anachronism I'm
aware of even in the dream. Read:
house.

And then," says the other,"you'll be
asking who he has in his apartment.
She launchesinto them, she'll do
what shepleases,thank you very much.
Then herfather comesdownstairs,a
retiredseacaptain,beard,pipe.... an
older versionof the man of the dock.
"Give over,Miss," he says. "Didn't
you haveenough troublethe last
time?" Meaning she recently hadset
her cap for a man who did have a
11

11

wife in another port.
I woke up really tickled by the
"give over, Miss."
Where do dream characters
learn to talk, anyway?

JoanJoffeHall, Storrs, CT

Spiritual Music?

I don't follow where the music
comes from in Rev. 7. The angei, if
he is rising like the dawn, delays
eventual destruction by the four
angels at the corner of the earth.
The Angel speaks, not sings. The
multitude cried, saying or in a loud
voice, not sang loudly.
The angel symbolizes the last
spiritual light the world will ever
see before Jesus Christ returns.
Angels in the Bible, I believe, are
spiritual days or seasons. The
144,000 are the last generation of
believers whom the world can turn
to hear the Good News of Salvation
in Jesus Christ.
The circumstances of Rev. 7
have the 144,000 sealed from the
hurt to the earth and the sea. Then
the scene shifts to the multitudes
standing before the throne of heaven. The great tribulation is mentioned in verse 14. In verse 14 also,
the white robes are given to them.
Another part of their reward is
neither shall the sun light on them,
nor any heat.
Again,the angel in verse 2 rose
not with the sun. I hear the sound
of destruction in the great tribulation, which probably sounds like
music to the deceived mind of
God's enemy.
The Keys to the Kingdom in the
Bible are not dreams but are related
to accepting Jesus as the Christ (or
the Anointing of God). The Keys
open spiritual doors in our walk
with Jesus Christ.
Dreams show what is happening spiritually in heaven. They are
not the word of God or a relationship with Jesus Christ. Dreams
point us to the word of God and a
relationship with Jesus Christ.
Unfortunately, New Age religion is erasing the spiritual boundaries between what is sacred and
what is worldly. The "Dream
Feather" story is a good example of
this problem.
Joe Mason's letter takes the
music of the "Dream Feather" and

combines it with the spiritual insights from the Bible. Without the
Holy Spirit who leads us into all
truth, the ground gained and any
house built is built on shifting
sands. Egyptian myth is thrown in
for good measure.
Jesus promises a rock in revelation of Jesus Christ, a house not
built on sand. The truth that God
reveals does not change. Heaven's
streets are paved with gold and the
foundations of the heaven's walls
are made of precious stones. The
only light is the glory of God.
The light and the jewels in the
cave are almost totally opposite to
the Bible's description of heaven.
Satan comes as an angel of light
with a promise of completing the_
wheel of life and bringing peace for
all mankind. The Book of Revelation describes the reality of the
deception of God's enemy. The
bottom line: only those whose
name'- are written in the Lamb's
Book of Life enter heaven.

oversoul and the other people were
part of my total self.
Keep Breaking Through
Dreams' Revolving Doors,

I would also like to thank you for
printing, "Chatter of Past Lives."
The other day I had a dream ...

rnorneni

Robert Farese,Bronx, NY

Humor in Dreams.
OttHne-dialogue between
Jesse Reklaw & DonnaC

* Donna C: One thing I wanted to try to talk about here is humor
in dreams.
* Jesse: I find humor to be one
of the most attractive elements about
dreams. On the surface, a dream can
be amusing and entertaining, but the
thing about humor is that it's usually ironic and sometimes insightful.
* Donna C: Dream humor
doesn't seem to be like people's intentional, waking humor.
* Jesse: Dream humor is natural ... I mean, it's not even humor in
the dream sometimes-only
in the
recalling of it and comparison to
waking thought.
* Donna C: But -- one of my
PatrickM. Flynn, Email: favorite things about your dream
dreamworld@compuserve.com comic strips - is the moment when
the dreamer becomes confused or ....
is hit with something completely
absurd and decides to 'go on,' or sits
there confused for a second. Do you
An Oversoul?
know what I mean?
* Jesse: Sure--like recognizing
As usual , the current issue of
the
absurdity,
but accepting it...
DreamNetwork is right on, being
*
Donna
C: Yeah- I love that
informative as well as inspiring.

An unknown woman was ableto look
at photographs to see if the peoplein
the photos had any specialaura. The
photo was in blackand white and
round pu1ple-neoncirclesemmanated
from some of their heads. The woman
tookmy hand and said that I was one of
thoseshe thought would be helpful for
her. She mentioned that six of the
peoplewere necessanJto continue the
movement. She was leadingme
and seemedto carefor me.
Perhaps my oversoul? What the
movement was I still have to analyze. Perhaps we were moving closer to ourselves. Maybe she was my

1

.,

wnere you reconcue

your-

self with some very odd thing. For
instance, the dream about the
woman who realizes she's naked
except for some shoes on the beach
in the Carolinas.
* Jesse: Yeah-1 think we've
all had the experience where we're
sleepy in the morning, and almost
forget to put on some essential item
of clothing, but then realize how
silly it looks. In dreams-we' re
much more accepting.
* Donna C: So you think we' re
really all running around doing/
thinking things and just not telling
anybody? (whisper) I'll admit it if
you will.

with permissionfrom JesseReklaw,
New Haven, CT
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Question & Answer
Green Eyes wrote:
Why do I keep having sexual
dreams about people I hate, then
wake up disgusted?
McLeester Responds: Dreams with
people you do not find attractive
are not uncommon, but may be
more of a challenge to get a positive
message from. I do find that all
dreams have a positive message
somewhere, and the best way to get
the unpleasant ones to change is to
see if you can "get the message."
If you have the chance, I would
recommend picking up the book
Sens!laLD.r:e_illlling,by Gay le Delaney, as she talks about this at
length. Even if you cannot, see if
there is someone you could find
with whom you would feel comfortable discussing such dreams.
It should be someone who will
listen and ask questions, but NOT
judge you or try to put an interpretation on the dream. And you
would do well to look at the whole
dream, at what the story is in the
entire dream, what is it that you
hate about these people? Is there
something enjoyable or attractive in
addition to what you hate?
And remember, think in metaphors. These dreams may be a story
about some other part of your life
entirely, but sex with people you
hate is a powerful metaphor which
is likely to get your attention.
Good luck. May your dreams
bring you valuable new perspectives.

Dick McLeester,Greenfield,MA

Swami Spider

DNJ: Most Vital Dream
Publication in the World!
Please renew my subscription
and also, if you will, continue one
complimentary subscription to the
Dream Library & Archives.
I continue to promote Dream
Network in a multitude of ways.
Congratulations on your continuing success with the most vital
dream publication in the world!

Jill Gregory,Novata, CA

Horizons
According to the theory that
less is more and its variations, it
seems that a list of facts would not
convey an impression that I might
wish.
Too predictable a format.
Therefore, a story, such as it is,
appropriate to the subject matter of
Dream Network, that tells the reader something about the writer
through what is written.
Here, in a sense, is a dream:
On the East coast of India at
twilight, facing the Bay of Bengal,
toward the horizon where the water
meets the sky and both are changing colors rapidly as daylight falls
into night, imagine a voice:

10
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"There is a difference between
looking at the horizon and looking
slightly above the horizon .... an
infinitely large difference."
This is an elder man speaking
to a younger man. The entire conversation which proceeded and
followed are lost. That sentence
echoes through a lifetime.
We have a few conversations
during the course of our acquaintance, maybe once a month for
several months or a year and a half.
We were foreigners from the same
country, neighbors at fifteen miles.
My town, more rural; his town,
more cosmopolitan in a diminutive
and charming way.
There was a sea-wall with an
ancient sidewalk overlooking the
water and a quiet, nearly treeless
boulevard and the row of buildings
on the other side of the boulevard
gleamed pale yellow, white and soft
warm colors facing the horizon.
Here would be a quiet cafe with a
table or two or three on the sidewalk, across the street from the
ocean.
The young man is searching for
a conversation which can translate
between these two languages, the
Hindu and the European. The elder
man has been living between these
two languages for several years.
He does not translate word for
word, but what he knows has had
time to take root. He is not making
the point of being a teacher. He can
simply speak to the question of
differences. He can discern and
point out a difference to the young
man who has not seen the difference. Thus, the elder man opens up
the eyes of the younger man to a
new reality. Where there was one,
there is now two and the multiplicity which follows.
The color above the horizon is
in motion. The color below the
horizon is in motion. At the horizon
is the ribbon of separation, transparently thin, almost invisible between the reflection.

JohnAshbaugh,Canyon,TX

Cartoon reprinted from LighlfilLJlp!, text and illustrations by Joe ,umral
C 1990 Joe SJmral.by permissionof Bear& Co., Inc.,PODrawer2860, SantaFe, NM87504

Que5tion
Mg feet are plante~ firmlg in the san~
inches from the shoreline at a favorite beach
in 1Ylaga ~el <Reg. California.
My

vision. inclu~ing the peripheral.

is completel8 fioo~e~ b8 the imase
of sky. horizon an~ sea.
A ~isembo~ie~male voice sags,
.."'What are the boun~arie5? ..
<Herepeats the messase over an~ over.
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A
Animals

-Oream ~est:iary:
as 'reachers in -Oreams
by Chris McClarren

I

am an activist,artist
and environmentalist living and dreaming in St.
Louis MO., where I study,
work with and create from
my dreams. Currently, I
am involved in a dream
group I started two years
ago and I have decided to
send you photographs of
some of my large projects.
I would love to share my
creations and dreams with
others to inspire them and
get their feedback. Just
give me credit somehow
so people can contact me.
Let me explain a little bit
of my story and then I will
give you a little more
history on individual
pieces. You could almost
call my dream history a
"Dream Bestiary."
Since 1994 when I was
approached by a large
sensual Octopus in a
dream, I have had numerous animals speaking to
me through dream language. My experience with
Octopuswason themagnitudeof an encounter ,vith
my soul. We met underwater in a stream where
Octopus swam up to me and surrounded me with
his many arms in a very intimate caressing manner.
I could even feel his arousal. A union was happening
behveen us - me (my ego) and Octopus (my soul
rising from the depths to meet me). As you can
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imagine, I made many
people laugh when I told
them I had been making
love to an Octopus. If they
thought I was kinky before,
well?Buton a serious note,
I also call this my big
initiatory dream. It was the
first dream I ever remember
remembering as an adult
and afterwhichlhavesince
been continuously remembering and writing down
dreams.
The impact of the imagery and the experience was
so profound, Octopus literally woke me to the world
of my dreams and their
mystical divinatory powers. For the first time, I felt
directly and intimately in
contact with a Divine
Source of wisdom, guidance and awesome creative
inspiration corning from
within me! Much like a
fairy tale, I felt kissed from
a deep spell-caste sleep to awaken to my soul
reaching out to me. Where had I been all my life with
this well-spring of dreams within me I had paid no
attention to? Powerfully moved, I recognized I was
to begin a journey of inner and outer transformation.
Curious, afraid, terribly excited and eager for more
dreams, I started on a journey of dream exploration
that has led me through much of the natural world
and the animal kingdom. I have been blessed since
"Beasts 'r' Us"

Collage by Chris McClarren

The first dream art I created in the beginning of
1996 as a way to share my dreams was Animal
Dreams Mandala. In each direction you see an animal
or animals that came to me during the corresponding
season to teach me something: North/Winter I dreamed Breaking Free when Mother Bear
appeared with her important message to not be
afraid as the earth spoke ever more loudly to us for
the need to change and return to her. (See included
copy of dream.) East/ Spring- I dreamed Riding Too
Fast! when Horse appeared with her message to pay
attention to my body, to my pace, to the need to slow
down, to learn to ride, how to be one with my body,
and to heal the mind/body split dominating my life
so that my mind no longer dominates my body or
my ego no longer dominates my spirit that carries
me forth. South/ Summer-I dreamed Restless Wild
Cats when Siberian Tiger, Black Panther and Cougar
appeared with their loud messages about my restless
creativity and passion needing an outlet of expression
Animal Dreams Mandala
before the restlessness turned destructive. West/
Fall-I dreamed Salamander on the Horizon when
Octopus with a deep sense of connection to animals.
Salamander came to me as large as the sky and
They've been constantly reaching me through my walked upside down on the clouds as if they were
dreams. Even yesterday I dreamed I was rescuing a his ground and walked toward the horizon and out
much beloved baby sea turtle. Many animals that of sight. Salamander signaled to me a massive
have made their presence known have taught me transformational and regenerational healing crisis
some of the most important lessons of my life.
that was on the horizon for me and us all.
These creatures of my nighttime/ dream time
The second piece I created later in 1996 was
world have opened me to many hidden aspects of Tornado Dreammask and Body Covering.
myself and urged me onward toward an honoring,
acceptance, healing and wholeness of all of who I
am, all of who we are as species sharing our Earth
home together, and of all of what our Earth is. They
have helped me tu know and feel my feeling~,
experience my interconnectedness with my natural
world in a deeply spiritual way and inspired me to
feel the deep care I have for myself, my Earth and all
its life forms as well as take creative action to steer
myself and my world onto a path of Yes to life and
spirit and a loud No to the suicidal path of further
Self/Earth wounding, further disconnection and
further trauma.
Deeply transformative
Earth
wisdom was and is their legacy to me, passed down
to me through my dreams; through them I have
cracked open to my own authentic deep compassion
and to what truly nourishes, sustains, fulfills and
loves in return. Their messages and teachings are
not just for me but to be shared as part of Dreaming
Humanity's Path through my art and DreamNetwork.
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Having had three dreams within a month about tornadoes, I felt Tornado needed to be honored and paid
attention to. Creating Tornado Dreammask, I let the Tornado Goddess speak to me and designed her as the
greatest of all representations of Kundalini energy spiraling down and up through the chakras. She embodied the
great creator/ destroyer Goddess energy much like the Goddesses of old - Medusa, Shakti, Kali or Cerridwen.
Again, I saw her energy in my dreams as a foretelling of the powerful transformative crisis I found myself and
my planet moving through then, now and for much of the future.
The third piece I created in early 1997 was my biggest piece yet called Wild Ancestry Totem Pole.

AngeViewdTwoSldes

Flrst Slde Pooel

Within a four month time period, I had just about the
entire animal kingdom speaking to me through my dreams
and felt overwhelmed by a need to express this. Deciding
to let my inner child create this piece, I had tremendous
fun making it in a slightly cartoon like style. I created a
reddish purple(spiritcolors) three dimensional triangular
Totem pole with three sides which I put animals
representing a total of eight important dreams from that
time. My feet, hands, and head peer out from the bottom
and top as I gaze down at the animals within along the sid
panels. The significance of each animal is multi-layered
but let me take a stab at explaining some represented on
the Totem Pole and what I have learned they mean from
my own dreams.

A Brief Dream Bestiary
Hyena: Empowerment - confronting your mean,
scary, sneaky self (your shadow) resulting in a
powerful transformation as ego realizes it won't die or
be killed in the process but that it will find wholeness
in the acceptance of Shadow parts and a return of one's
true Self or true power within.
Deer: What is hunting or haunting you? Face the
hunter and reclaim the wild and the forest.
Fawn or Baby Deer: Abandonment issues, searching
for a mother, for security. Your inner child needing
care, nurturance, mothering and/ or protecting.
Shark: Strong emotions needing heeding or they will
bite at you and remain a lurking, nagging, hidden
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Second Side Paid

Third Side Pcnel

danger possibly unconsciously inspiring destructive or
vicious behavior.
Bull: Respond to something more thoughtfully and less
bullish. Look at how you are stubbornly reacting. Or
there may be a lack of response and a need to grab the
bull by the horns and steer the course. Mobilize inner
strength to wrestle with ad ifficu It situation.
Mule: How does your stubbornness carry away your
dreams?
Kangaroo: Giving oneself more comfort, warmth,
tenderness, protection and a space for self or inner
child to heal and hide when she needs to.
Cardinal: Unconditional love. Bright beauty of the
spirit.
Snake: Creative and healing forces rising from within,
from underground or the unconscious to become
conscious and transform the self permanently in the
process.
White Elephant: Our uniqueness is our treasure, our
wisdom. Negative distortions of this truth and
conformity disable us, our inner strength, and ability
to move and act confidently and courageously in the
world.
I hope you enjoy this sharing as much as I have
enjoyed bringing it all together for you. It's been a lot of
work to finally sit down and do this but it feels good
inside to share some of my most personal art pieces
and insights. ~
Contact Chris McC:larren about her Dream Collage greeting cards
and Art at :l668A Wilmington Sl. !AJuis \Kl 6:ll 16 Ph: (:l14) 352-8168

"Wake

Up

to

the

Power

of

Dreams"
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COOKING EGGS
I'm cooking eggs for two women friends and myself.
The eggs are over-easy style.
Taste great.
· Fresh!

THOUGHTS: Reminds me of the BIG woman sunning topless at the poolside a couple of days ago here
in Lanzarote. I couldn't resist sketching her. My fantasy is that she's an opera singer and plays the role
of Brunhilda in a Wagnerian opera. ~
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Dream, Thought and Art
by Noreen Wessling

IT
AND IT!:>Q~LATION TO TU~ LiNCON!:>CIOU!:>
by Janice Baylis

In Freud's other book, Wit and
Its Relation to the Uncon-scious, he tells
about a dream pun in Latin. A young
German man dreamt of the Tarot card
"The Lovers."The caption was in Latin.
"Instead of Amantes (Lovers) the
caption was Amentes (Lunatics)."
The two Latin words sound very
similar which is a required feature of
a pun. The other requirement is some
sort of senseful relationship between
the two words. As Freud said, "A
'good joke' results if the expectation
is right, in the end, and if in the
similarity of the words another similarity in meaning is
simultaneously produced - as in the example Amantes Amentes (lovers - ltmatics). Not only do the words bear
a resemblance (in sound) but the similarity between
'love' and 'lunacy' has been noted from time im-

memorial."
A single woman in her thirties reported this dream

with a pun..
I am at a singles party standing around, talking,
eryoying myself Suddenly my.fanny begins to itch. I
scratch it discreetly yet t1:Yto ignore it.
"The itching becomes worse so I leave the party. I enter
an empty bedroom in the house. I pull down my panties
and look at my fanny [behind/ in a mirror.
There are a lot of bites. I know they are insect bites
[sounds like in sex bite5j .... "
The dream opens with her at a singles party, a place
to meet and socialize with the opposite sex, men.
Extending the visual fanny to the word behind and
behind to past she finds it is her past that is bothering
her. In a bedroom, an area associated with sexual
activity, looking in a mirror, a place of reflection, by
reflecting on her past sexual activity she sees insect {in

sex} bites.

She told me, "1've repeatedly
gotten into a sexual relationship
wanting to be loved only to find that
the fellas didn't love me. They only
wanted sex or at least not a commitment. I'm itchy to find a real love."
That opening part of her dream used a
punny association to show that the
dream's concern was in sex. Being
"bitten" in sex is, in a sense, similar
to being bitten by insects.
Amanda also had a punny dream.
After her divorce she felt a freedom
and at the same time a pressure to explore her sexuality
far more than she had as a young unmarried girl. She
soon entered into several sexual relationships for the
physical pleasure and without emotional involvement.
She dreamed:
"I am in bed with a handsome guy and we are about to
have sex. I take a wad cf gum out c~fmy mouth and
stick it on the bedpost. We have rather nonchalant sex.
It Just seenis like no big cleal.
Afterward I take my gum back but it is tasteless. "
"I wake up with a song from my childhood
ringing in my mind:
'Does your spearmint lose its flavor on the bedpost
overnight? If you leave it on the left side do you
find it on the right?'."
Amanda concluded that her experiment/spearmint
with casual sex had no flavor. Physical sex with no
emotional love was not satisfying to her. In fact she
found it to be tasteless (in bad taste morally).
By definition wit is "the association of apparently
unrelated ideas in an unexpected, clever way, esp. With
an effect of brilliance provoking laughter." I think
these dreams qualify.
The left-brain thinks in words and apparently has
input to the dream-mind. The right-brain thinks in
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Am I To Blame?

images and makes adjustments to present the words in pictures. For example,
the mind is thinking about an occult
group which I had visited several times.
My thinking formulates a thought/
evaluation. 'These boobs are out of
balance; they ignore logical judgment.'
Then the dream:
"I am at a meeting of this group.
I move through the group but am
unable to fit into any of the
conversations. I look down and
notice that my contact lenses are on
the tips ofmy bare breasts."
Awake I reason (1) I don't fit in with
these people. (2) Contact lenses are for
seeing through and breasts are also
known as 'boobs.' 'Boob' is slang for a
stupid person. I can see through these
'boobs'! I laughed at the cleverness of
the dream-mind once I found the
meaningful word, 'boobs.' That is my
idea of wit and wisdom.
Sometimes finding just the right
word for an image makes all the difference. So, don't be a 'boob,' look behind the images, ex-spearmint with
different words to say what you see in
your dreams. All of the marvelous
associative thinking processes of the
waking human mind continue to function in our dreams. These examples just
scratch the surface; I hope you're itching to find out more. ~
Janice Baylis, PhD. Is the author of~
Symbols & Dreams. These dreams are
taken from that book. She can be contacted
at Box 2914, Seal Beach, CA. 90740 or
by e-mail jbaylis@larkom.net. The book
can be previewed
at http://
www. g a lax ymal I.co mire tai I/
sun.man.moon
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John Whitehead

&

Friend

In a dream so silky shear
as to leave unsightly smear
on the lap of my libido,
stood she, back-lit in the door
and the garment garbed no more
and I formed a faithful credo:
Should silk merchants spin such veils,
flaunting pleasing .. .taunting, teasing,
so as silhouetted sunlight
leaves a windy poet wheezing;
should collusion with the light,
flashing flexure hash conjecture
in my poem-fed mind at night,
am I to blame?
And supposing my composing
took nearly naked hue
and assuming lack of grooming
made me dwell upon the view,
am I to blame?
byJohn W!,itehead
Antigua, Guatemala

Sex, Symbols& Dreams
1.y Janice Baylis, Ph.)[)).
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Dream & Art by Noreen Wessling

TL~MA1ic WitcL Doctor

Hie11.liercLAS'tS

Hnll

Jowh t!ll 1nou11fAi11siJ~.

Fi11AllycAtcl,.i111 Hnll1 L'l sits 011 Dnll1 fl11.ttll11i117Hnllfo tl~ll 7rou11J.
/',n 11.f,r11,;Jto JdlAfl.. of ii1n witL I.is 01ni11ous sieowl
From

Ohll

11.11Jro,.u:J~lls
of foul-s1nltlli111 t11.lis1n11.11
stuff.
pouc!., Lil pulls out Ah (11or1nous 1nosquifo tL11.t lu119(S
for mil~
I
sf11.££i117 In)' £y11,f,-.wifl.. f!dl row(r of !is £itll.
-

...

s

I sf1n.111lil Scr'!AHnih'I A11J itcLi117.
1 _
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Fi11AIIJ £r1tAki117frllll, I lrl'njll
i11sf11a11tl1
lik1t

A

i11fo f!1t OcltAh w!ic!

soof!lts ln'l

1nof!1tr's lovtl. FloAfih1 Ai1nl1tssly AhJ !App)' for

Sll\ffh"AI mohfLs, I 1tvtl11tuAl/ycAfc!
it's tL1t Nort!

si1Lt of A hflW islAhJ, or hO ...

Wtlst coast of Alric.A ... Morocco.

£vilr si11cll I LAJ In)' Fltz Jr1tA1n 10 )''lArS A10, l'v1t WAht'lJ to 10
AhJ

110wIn)' cAinlll AwAits. I c/iinl, Oh !iin

"TLllrfl is

A

Lil t1t/ls

AhJ

L'lrf

Inf,

p/.&c.ll I 1n11stf.ttakllyou ih F1tz." "OK, l1tt's 701" SA)' I.

DAys /.&fllr Wll Appro.&cL fill city witL it's low, w!ite

louses JotteJ

011tLe LillsiJ1t uhJllr tLe £/uest sky i1nA1ihA£/1t.

TL1th I Sll'l it. All

tJ..1twritLih1-ih-pAih

J1tsus1tsfrom In)' !Ast Ftlz

JrtlAln J..Avll1offll11 off tL1tir croSSllS AhJ Arll hOWAll riJih1
1noforc1clfs tLrou1! fowh, w!i/tt Jrihki111 £tter
ci7.&rilft1ts la /itt/1t JrttAln LuinorJ.

I 11otLi111
J AhJ

A

sinokih1 "CAinlll"

I r1tco1hiz1t tLflir fAcllS,

s1nili111 how. TL1t)' llAcL Lav1t Oh A T-sLirt
NAJA:"

AhJ

fiwt cohcllhfric

tLAt sAys, "J1tsus SAvllS
circ.l1ts UhJ1tr it.

"Wow, look At tLos1t wi/J J1tsus1tsAll I.Avih1 fu11,"
I SAJ to tLll CAinlll wlo r1tspo11JswitL A hOhc/..&/Ahf 1ruhf.
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Nc,ct,we

Arc ;,,. tlis 1nysficAI d.rit.'l ;,.,, t1c very ccht~r of ti.is c,cfrAorJi,.,,Ary

e.ify. A11o/J 1na.,. of At least

I

A

t/..ousA11Jyears of A7c ArrroAe.Lcs 1nc.

l,rAe.c 1nyself As L~ 1noves witli,,. Ah ihcL of 1ny fAce,, 7/Arih4J uhl,/;hkih4J ihto

1nyeyes. He turhS 1ne i1n1nol,i/c. Hours /Ater, tLe silche.C is l,rokc ... As Le sreAks

to tne ih
to FEZ

A voie.c of 7rcAt rcSohAhcC,, "You /..Ave l:.cch l:.rou71t to LAhZArote AhJ
to t:OhhC.:t witL OhC rArfie.u!Ar A ...e.esfor of yours wLo feels it is fi1nc
to e.rcAfc wit#. you. He is fro1n your Motl.er's siJe AhJ livcJ ih FEZ wLc,,. it
WAS

t1e sririfuA! e.chfcr of tl.c wor/J. Hch.:C tl.c sy1nl:.olOh tLc T-sLirfs
tLc e.chfcr AhJ tlc four clc1n'lhfs."

TLco/J

-

tnAh e.o,,.tihu'ls, uHc is OhC of tLc l,ikcr Jcsuscs. Sec if you e.Ah f;,,.J

Li1n."WitL ti.At, I Atn wliskcJ to A sAlooh wl.crc t1c Jcsuscs Arc rc/A,cih4J,
swArfih4J rAue.ous /',kcs. /,,.stAhtly,, I khow 1ny A11ccsfor. He's tl.c OhC witl. rcJ
IJ.ir AhJ frce.lc.lcs. He 1u1nrs over to l.u7 1nc AhJ 7ivcs 1nc I.is T-slirf

AS A 7ift.
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He Also 7ivcs inc

7rcci,, sfoi,,c fro1n t/..c
Grcci,, LAkc ii,, LAi,,ZArofcwl..ic/../..z.s 1nz.7icz.l properties.
A

"Wc.i.r tLcsc. My 11A1nc is LORENZO
ABDULA, Actor,. Artist, JAi,,ccr
sririfuAI AJvisor." "WI..At cAi,,you AJvisc lnC t/..c,,,?" I Ask cA7cr/y.

"IJ

Oh

;t" 71Vll

Ai,,J

A J""
Vlc(l.

Wit! t!.&t, !tl w!isks mil ihto !is Ar1ns,. t!ll 1nusic st.&rts
.&hJ f»ll J.&hcll .&I/hi7!t to t!tl (l,cotic 1nusic,

Li7/.-stllppih7, twirlih7, sto1npih7 f1tllt,
lost ih t!ll r!yt!1n AhJ lovih1 it.

'l
-•-:.:..._u

~-:::............
./

~

RECENTEVENTS:I La.dtLis drcAlft ol\ ""1scvc ..tL d1.y i .. M1.7icJr.lLzr,
..zArotc ...

islhd full of 30
volcAl\ocs. A..ccstors. cAlftcls • u,ild.. css. i .. tc .. sc l.cAufy ... A.. J close to Fez. Morocco. ~
Contact Noreen@ 5429 Overlook Dr.• Milford. OH 45150 email: NoreenFW@aol.com
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"Lorenzo" appeared in another form in Concave Up, Issue #5
An Illustrated Dream Anthology by Jesse Reklaw

Al\

email reklaw@nonDairy.com

by Jeff Johnsen and Jesse Reklaw
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11!.~H.~.Y~P.ti~Y.tLQ~~T~
I

1a~~~t1~~H
A.tJ!'~~,
f..~D
1,. 0'JI
IN IU,I.

1 ui;.1.,f\m,

THELITTLE6EARSAND
SPRIN6S.

ni,

IN,t KUI..I IVN MANUAL.

BEFORE
I STARTED/

by Charla Trotman and Jesse Reklaw
I DREAMED
I HADLOST
SOMETHIN6
VERY
IMPOR-~
TAN~soI WENTDlu61Nu t
MYDESK
FORIT. a:
THRuU6H

INSIDE
THETOPDRAWER,
TWOFIELDMICEWERE
SITTIN6UPON
A S06uY
COCKTAIL
NAPKIN,
ONIT
WA$WRITTEN
THELYRICS
TO"PURPLe
HAZ!:."

SUDDENLY
THETWOMICE
UPATME,LIKE
LOOKED
l'D INTERRUPTED
THEIR
CONVERSATION.

I SHUT
THE
ANDLEFTTHE
DRAWER
ROOM,EMBARASSED
...

by Lisa Nedorost and jesse Rekiaw
l'M ONA JOBINTERVIEW
HASA
ANDMYRESUME
PICTURE
ONIT OFA LADY
WITHA MONKEY
ONHER
SHOULDER.

I THEN
WHIP
OUT
ANOTHER
SORT
RESUME
WITH
SOME
DANCER
ONIT.
OFASIAN

no, i used to

woul

more ~ense

n,;I((.

i~ you

put you.- own pido.re
on the ~e resume.~.

WOl'I<

fo.- her, sh, 1:.-ains
~mall animals and i
was

maybe it

her assistant.

o i worked
for

before.

Jesse Reklaw illustrates your dreams and publishes them in the
comic book 'Concave Up." Submit your own dreams at the website:
http: //222. non Dairy. com/concave/up. cgi
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Dream Interpretation
And it was part
of a dream.
If you dream
about murdering
someone it means
you're participating
in some misdeed
that will leave
a stigma on your name.
I dreamed I murdered everyone
in the world
and no stigma was
left on my name.
So much for interpretation.
I Dreamed I Died And Went To Hell

In hell, I ascended
a flight of stairs
that was crowded
with people in agony
they reached out to me
in their pain.
I did nothing
for them but avoid
their touch.
I was truly in HellIn Another Dream The Same Night
In Heaven, I was ascending
the same stairs,
covered with the same people
suffering the same misery
as in the first dream
only now they were ignoring me.
This was a little better24
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In An Excellent Dream ....
I was alive,
hopping across
roads sharpily,
sucking in deep
breaths of
Frankenstein's electricity
a-buzzinglife
through me.
I ran, bold
and graduated,
quickly as I could
for as long
as I dared.
Then sat, exhausted
but alive at the
edge of something
excellent that
I was welcome ...
no, the author of
involvement.
But when I woke,
teary eyed
to a cloud,
I found
that
I was still me.
Enigma

I dreamed
I was you,
and you
were as frightened
ofme
as I was
of being
alone.

Dreaming Humanity's Path ....

gJ
Recently I had several Big Dreams' in which I've been communing with the Sun. In one,

The Sun was covered with dark, milling sun-spots
which were like viral infections; it then began slowly falling
to the horizon and as it did so, grew increasingly large and
became patterned all over with coloured shapes reminiscent
of Crop Circle patterns.
The Sun seemed to be ill, weary, burdened and saddened by a sense of aloneness. In the
Dream I felt these feelings, not as human emotion, but as the sorrow of a great, noble
consciousness that was struggling alo

In a following Dream,

I visited the Sun in its own realm and was hovering over it,
watching the flares and prominences. Again lfelt the Sun's
burden and sorrow, and as I hovered, the Sun began to shrink,
without losing detail, until it became the size of a football.
It then moved toward me and hovered between my
outstretched hands while I directed healing energy to it.
Vol. 16 No. 3/Dream Network
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Interviewed by Roberta Ossana

_-Oream"UleaVintJ
with Elizabeth Strahan

DNJ: And you have orchestrated an extensive,
DNJ: Would you share a little of your background
educational video series ....
with us, Elizabeth?
Elizabeth: I am a Jungian analyst and Marriage, Elizabeth: The DreamWeaver video series was
Family Therapist, in private practice in Fullerton, created out of a deep desire on the part of Carol
Herbert and myself to make available to the general
CA for the past twenty years.
public some ways to approach the unconscious,
I remain in awe of the power of the Unconscious
and the ability of the individual to withstand the using the invaluable ideas fromJungtoward finding
onslaught of the forces of life and find meaning and direction and meaning through dreams.
Everybody dreams and everybody cannot avail
purpose in that struggle. Dreams are a natural and
continually available source of wisdom and comfort themselves of psychotherapy ... so we hope to show
in this process. They are both beautiful and terrible! people a way to do some of the work of
Carl Jung's work is broad and deep and has consciousness alone, by recording and working
provided me with a framework within which to with their dreams.
The tapes are a little course in Jungian
approach this work that is continually unfolding.
psychology, it turns out... simple enough for the
His writings inspire one to take a creative approach
uninitiated
and interesting enough as review for
to the struggle, instead of the more reductionistic,
pathological one. He reminds us to strive for those who have read Jung. We hope they find
"completeness, wholeness," rather than "per- homes in the hearts of people across the world.
fection;" to stand in awe of the mysteries and to They are particularly useful as a series for a small
remember that the human task seems to be discussion group. There is so much material in each
one, it seems to help to have others with whom to
consciousness.
DNJ: You have created a very active site of the discuss the material. I am teaching such a class in
World Wide Web. What has your experience with Orange County right now and people are finding a
lot of pleasure and help in using the tapes. We have
in cyberspace been?
Elizabeth: The web site was created by Carol placed the tapes with the distributor, hoping to get
them out into the world.
Herbert'sson,John Kyle, and has drawn enormous
interest. At the beginning, I tried to respond to DNJ: I'm intrigued with the fact that you are a
people's dreams by giving them some specific Jungian, in fact past President of the Los Angeles
directions about approaching the material.... but it Jungian Society, and yet reaching out to inform the
got too big. Some mornings I discovered I had 75 public in these ways. Is this your own inclination?
dreams on my email! So I had to stop giving Or is it an indication that Jungians are collectively
agreeing, as Russell Lockhart stated in Esy__clie
individual responses.
26
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SUMMERSEMINAR

WINTERSEMINAR
in Switzerland

in Switzerland

Myth&..Meaning

Transition &..Transformation

January 6 -17, 1998

July 28 - August 8, 1998

These seminars offer intensive study
of Jungian psychology, with time for
personal reflection and recreation.

J~~
190 Westbrook Road, Essex, Connecticut 06426, USA
Telephone: 860/767-3533 or 800/258-3533
Telefax:860/767-2746
E-mail: jungsems@aol.com

Journals
Oneof the orlcfs Firstl)rean1
Emanuel Swedenborg's Journal of Dreams
Translated

by J. J. G. Wilkinson

In 17 43, Swedenborg,
a scientist of unsurpassed
intellect,
began to record his
dreams. Probably the oldest series in history, these dreams occurred during a
critically formative period of the great scholar's life. By 1744-, when Swedenborg
completed his journal, he had transformed
from a scientist to a mystical visionary.
Wilson Van Dusen, a clinical psychologist,
interprets the dreams, providing an intimate view of spiritual discovery. 0-87785-133-6,
pb, $8.95
ALSO

FROM

CHRYSALIS

BOOKS

The Power of Play: New Visions of Creativity
Edited by Carol S. Lawson
The Power of Play is the fourth in the series of Chrysalis Readers, collections
of
original stories, essays, and poems that explore spiritual living. The Power of Play
celebrates play' s creative power, honoring tile divine within us, from which joy arises. "If you have resolved in the past to play more, and have let tile resolution slip,
L. Iiitcllcock,
author of
keep this book handy. It is a powerful reminder." -John
Atoms, Snowflal{es, and God. 0-87785-227-8,
pb, $12.95
Chrysalis Bool<.s
Dept., ID, Swedenborg Foundation Publishers
Box 549, West Chester, PA I 9381-0549
(800) 355-3222
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ground has made the material
easily accessible for the public.
DNJ: I would like to make some
comments before posing the next
Mary tunes in and asks
question. May I?
permission from your spirit to
Elizabeth: Of course.
see and hear what will best
DNJ: I had a wonderful Jungian
serve you, then draws what
mentor on my graduate degree
she sees in her mind's eye and
program committee. We were
tapes the message the image
previously involved in Jungian
holds for you. You receive the
therapy, the study involved
drawing and cassette in the
dreams and their relationship to
mail, including a technique to
mythology,
then DreamNetwork
focus on your inner wisdom,
Journalcame into my path. He
using your drawing - 11" x 17"
encouraged me during the iniin full color chalks and is suitable
for framing. (See Mary and her work
tiatory issues, as the world of
at Portland Saturday Market)
publishing was all new to me at
the time.
Original
r.Drawing
$ SS
He often warned that extreme
includes audio tape and shipping
caution be utilized, recognizing
7oOrderCall S4 I. 4 4 .4 6 6 6
DNJ as a 'grass roots effort.'
Visa & Mastercard accepted
I understood
him then;
or write:1430 Wiliamette #253 Eugene, OR 97401
I
understand
him
now.
Se/l{JJ2 (appliedto 1st order)for colorcatalogueof Mary'sprintsand cards.
What he was recognizing is
that: 1) We are just beginning to
realize the value of dreams as a
Actually my decision to make way of educating ourselves
Sp.ea.ks,that "To have psyche's
the
video tapes was a personal emotionally and spiritually in
speech heard only in consulting
one,
not in any way associated Western culture, as most of our
rooms will not suffice in the times
to come; psyche's voice must be with my work on the faculty of emphasis in education has been
heard in the world, enacted and the C. G. Jung Institute in LA. I on educating the intellect; 2) In
am not sure how many of my engaging our dreams, we are
colleagues
feel about the work; engaging in the release of a
Elizabeth: Yes, Jung's work has
become a part of the public but I am convinced that it is lifetime - actually, centuries domain. Even though it is often respectful of psychoanalysis and of repressed emotions; and 3) The
over-simplified and misunder- also respectful of the need for 'field of dreams' is vast and
stood, Jung's writings seem to people to know how to work with complex.
The work you are doing to
inspire, bring hope, and guide their dreams ... the most available
source
of
wisdom
from
the
make this information available
many people. What was once
Unconscious.
My
partner,
Carol
tothepublicsupportsthemission
esoteric knowledge has become
Herbert,
had
a
burning
desire
to
DreamNetwork has had since its
general knowledge in some way.
Lockhart was correct in pre- share her own experience of inception, utilizing Jungian
dicting that the consulting room finding meaning and direction perspectives. Other professional
could not hold psyche. Hillman, and personal correction in her organizations, such as the Assoof course, has also been a pro- dreams, and she inspired me to ciation for the Study of Dreams,
ponent of educating the general take on the project. Her expert are integrating this philosophy
editing and educational back- as well, alongside their valuable
public.

s
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scientific research mission.
I find it all very exciting and
simultaneously, feel concern.
You stated that the power of
dreams is both beautiful and
terrible; you also acknowledge
that there are literally dozens of
dream sharing and interpretive
techniques that have been developed forbetterunderstandingour
dreams. Given the increasing
interest in dreaming experience
and the complexity and vastness
of the 'field of dreams,' what do
you suggest as a common perspective/ view we - as dreamworkers - can adopt, collectively, to assure we create clarity
and contribute to personal/
cultural healing and evolution?
Elizabeth: Big Question!!
First of all, everybody dreams; so
the danger of the unconscious
breaking in is everywhere present. What to do with this experience of dreaming is a very
complicated subject, we agree,
and I think the first responsibility
of anyone acting as an "expert" is
to own that we simply do not
know! We do not know a lot. We
especially do not know what
someone else's dream means.
And that I think is the cornerstone. Approaching the dream
as a personal, very personal,
mystery,is theattitudethatI hope
we will be able to encourage. The
simple act of writing down the
dream honors its reality and gives
the dreamer a chance to "circumambulate" around its images
and let it "work on" one. Making
personal associations to the
images in the dream takes one
into memories, feelings, hopes ...
connects the pieces of one's life in
Visit the DreamWeaver Website @
http://www. Dreamweaver. com

a more wholistic way. Then if
one is able to also do amplification
of the dream by researching what~ver cultural and archetypal
images are presented, the dreamer can feel more connected to his/
her humanity through this vast
historical record of human
suffering and the creative and
profound ways people have dealt
with the vicissitudes of life.
Is there a chance that through
the personal "mantra," as it were,
of a dream, people could begin to
tolerate their uniqueness and
hold their own reality? To learn
to "hold" one's experiexnce,
rather than rationally categorize
and thereby measure and discard,
would be to learn a meditative
kind of knowing alongside the
logos with which we have been
saturated.
I think the dangers of introducing people to dream work are
interpreting in a one-dimensional
way .. as if there is a "meaning"
and also idealizing the dream.
Jung's awareness that the dream
compensates for the conscious
attitude is a very succinct and
important principle.
Can we encourage dreamers
to wait, watch, hold and meditate
on the dream instead of trying to
turn it into one more quick, easy
answer? Our cultural thirst for
the quick answer is perhaps our
greatest detriment.
Our greatest task is to inspire
andeducatethepeoplewhocome
to us about another kind of
consciousness and about the
principles of wholeness and
completeness, rather than perfection of process .... rather than
solutions and absolutes.~
DN : Thank ou, Elizabeth.

Graduate

Studies
"You would not find out the
boundtlriesof the soul, even
by tmveling t!longeverypt!th;
so deep rl memure does it ht!ve."
-Hemclitus
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study 111 the areas of Depth Psychology
and Mythological Studies with classes
conducted in monthly learning retreats.
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Pacifici's programs in psychology are built on
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Psychology and an M.A. degree in Counseling
Psychology, hoth with degree specialization in
Depth Psychology. Pacifica also offers a new
theoretical Ph.D. program in Depth Psychology.

~ MYTHOLOGY
l'acifica's innovative M.A. and Ph.D. programs
111 Mythological Studies explore world sacred
traditions, symbolism, and ritual in light of the
c'.rncepts of archetypal and depth psychology.
l h,, content of these programs is appropriate for
adult students who are writers, artists, educators,
psychologi.m, managers, and others who wish to
integrate mythologicil themes in their creative
careers.

~ RESIDENCE
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RESOURCES

The lnstitute's campus is a wooded 13-acre
historic estate overlooking the Pacific ocean,
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to parttupate in Pacifica's graduate programs,
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In Your Dreams: Falling, Flying and
Other Dream Themes
by Gayle Delaney
Harper Collins, 1997, 293 pp., $13.00.
[Reviewed by Dick McLeester]
Most of us who are serious about learning from
dreams will scoff at dream dictionaries. We routinely
tell others that such simplistic and rigid interpretations
are a waste of time, good books to recycle. Many of
these are in fact based on chapbooks with a similar
format popular centuries ago and often easily traced
back to the work of the Greek
Artemidorus from the second century A.D., long
before their were more sophisticated approaches. With
a strong emphasis on which dreams indicate good or
bad luck, we can see how these are aimed at the unsophisticated reader. And indeed, since they continue
to sell very well publishers and booksellers keep them
available. I suspect that these will not just disappear in
the face of more intelligent approaches. And perhaps, if
we want to reach more of the people who have a beginning interest in dreams (probably the largest group in
our culture), we could benefit by working with such a
dream dictionary format.
This is what Gayle Delaney is trying to do in her
recent book. She noticed, after hundreds of television
and radio appearances and articles that ran in popular
magazines that many people are just looking for simple, straightforward answers to their common dreams.
So, in this "New Kind of Dream Dictionary", she sets
out to look at the dreams that fall into common categories. These include falling, flying and being chased
dreams; being naked in public and making love with
an unexpected partner; examinations, finding money
and dying in dreams, animals, object and many more.
The book is clearly aimed at taking that interest in
each general type of dream and leading the dreamer to
a wide range of ways to approach each dream. Each
section features a description of the type of dream and
its variations, followed by some things that others have
said (including Freud, Jung, Faraday and Delaney
herself), a few specific dreams of this type, then a section of key questions that can be asked "to help the
dreamer uncover the very personal meaning in their
own dreams." She also has short sections in the front
and back designed to help the reader recall more
dreams and interpret them with more depth and
accuracy. There are even tips on choosing a good
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dream analyst, finding a dream partner or forming a
dream group.
Clearly, she is taking that urge people have to
look for the straightforward answers to their common
dreams and transform it to one where they ask more
probing and intelligent questions. This seems like an
excellent approach. This would make a great gift or
referral to people who hold a beginning interest in
dreams. And most of us who work with dreams
regularly will probably benefit from reading it-to
expand our abilities to respond to such common
dreams with more depth and sophistication.
Of course, some will say it is a waste of time. Those
who want to simplistic dream dictionaries where they
do not have to think at all will still tend to prefer the
others. Some wiii feei that she does not go far enough,
or incorporate their favorite way of working with
dreams. And after the earlier publication of her book
"The Dream Kit," which just seemed like a simplified
re-packaging and overpriced publication, many may be
wary. But to me, this recent book is very important. We
need to get better at responding to an interest in
dreams where it begins. This approach is much better
than telling people they should just forget all those
other dictionaries, or that one cannot respond to a
question about a certain type of dream without hearing
the entire dream and spending an hour asking good
questions. We can do better than that, and Delaney
shows us how. This is a tough project, done well. This
book can move us all forward and really help more
people get connected to their dreams. This is a book I
would add to my short list of recommended titles.
Contact Dick McLeester@ 14 Chapman St., PO Box 92, Greenfield,
MA 01301 Ph: 413/772-6569 Email: dreami1lg@changingworld.com
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The Inter-

DIACUl2.0NICITY
©1997 by Jaye C. Beldo

Somuch importance is placed upon synchro-

pecially the part concerning healing the wounded birds.
Was I unknowingly healing them of their (and my)
nicities, those uncanny, miraculous juxtapositions that
vanities? The varied ecosystems found in the dream were
transcend mere coincidence and come upon us so suddennow becoming aspects of human nature symbolized by
ly and unexpectantly. But what about diachronicities?
the different birds in the poem. At the time I read Attar's
Diachronic, according to the Webster's Unabridged
work, I was very much concerned with trying to harDictionary means:" considering or embracing phenomena
monize divergent human natures/ personalities through a
as they occur, change or develop over a period of time."
dream work technique called Integrative Dream Narration
Diachronic experiences require spans, eras, eons and
and was having some success with it.
epochs to develop into manifest reality and can only be
Three years after that diachronicity, I happened
fully grasped over one or many life times. Unfortunately,
upon the French scholar Henry Corbin's book, Spirirual
diachronic consciousness is neglected in our age of instant
Body,_Ce1e.s!ia1Ear.th,
and his descriptions of the mythic
gratification. It is time, pardon the pun, to reconsider the
and geographic 'keshvars', i.e. circles of influence which
importance of diachronicity in both our dream as well as
exist in the imaginal realm between earth and heaven.
waking lives. We must set our fascination with synchroI mused upon a diagram of the keshvars which depicted
nicity aside for awhile and stretch our dream attention
a series of eight circles with Iran in the center, surrounded
spans to incorporate diachronicity.
I had the following diachronic dream when I was by Hindustan, Arabia, Syria, Byzantium, Turkestan, China
and Tibet. Another diachronicity! The keshvars were
ten years old:
My family crwnedthrerhundredacresof landwhich much like the varied ecosystems in the dream, but on an
even higher, more spiritualized level. The keshvars, on
containedevery knmim ecosystem011the planet:desert,attic
the imaginal plane, all seemed to harmonize with one
tundra,tropicalrainforest, mountains,equatorialplainsand
another like the multi-varied environments in the global
prairiesto nameafew. Ornithologistsfrom distant countries
cameto see this wondrousplacewhich servedas II sm1ctu11ry
for bird sanctuary.
Last week I discovered the book, N.othing_inlbe
the world's bird life. The ecosystr111s
within the small parcelof
BQo_kisTrue, BuliUiExactlyl--Iow Things_Are by Bob
ullll
land somehowcooperatedwith one1mother,l111/m1ci11g
Frisell. In the chapter on 'Sacred Geometry' I recognized
harmonizingin spite of theirdif]ere11ces
in c/i11111/e
and
an even more advanced version of the dream I had so
temperatureJ/oraandfauna. In thedream, I mostly busied
myselfgreeting the birdmt/111si11sts,
11111king
sure theyfound the long ago, in the "Flower of Life" configuration, i.e.,seven
accommodationsin thf eco-topiato their likingand thrn giving circles, perhaps spiritual ecosystems incorporated in one
them toursof this specialland. I also/idped healwoundedbirds large circle which inevitably leads to the manifestation of
·
the 'Fruit of Life.'
from thedifferentenvironments, treatingtheir brokm wings
The connections between the dream and events in
and legsand then releasingthem where they would thm fly
my life keep getting deeper and more and more profound,
backto theirappropriateecologicalniche.The last sceneof the
taking on greater dimensions of significance and presence.
dreamwas that of a vast libraryin a lodge,
My reasons and intentions for pursuing a saturnine path
which the visitorswerefree to use as they pleased.
of scholarship, yoga, meditation and helping others were
The librarycontainedbookson mythology,spirituality,art,
and still are diachronically unfolding. The synchromusic and sciencesfrom around the world.
nicities still occur and I'm still amazed and perplexed by
Thirty years later I came upon a poem written
them, but now they serve as mile posts and roadside
nearly 700 years ago, the Persian poet Attar's work
attractions along a very long path of unfoldment.
Manteq at-tayr (The Conference of the Birds). In the
I can only guess what the dream I had so long ago
poem, nearly every species of bird in the world convene
will diachronically manifest ten, twenty perhaps fifty
in one place to discuss the prospects of flying to god. But
years in the future.
sadly, vulnerably, each bird gives their excuse as to why
I encourage readers to correspond. I see Network
they can't embark on such a journey. Some of the birds
Nous evolving into a kind of pulp bound web page of
are just too self-centered, too preoccupied with trivial,
sorts. If you have had precognitive dreams, dreams that
egotistical things to make the great sacrifice required for
have lead to inventions, ideas or some form of creative
the trip. A Hoopoe bird, a kind of spiritual emcee, resolution to your every day and night life problems please
sponds to each narcissistic retort and finally convinces the
send them along and I will incorporate them into this
feathered troupe to try such a migration. I was struck by
column. ~
the similarity to the dream I had had so long ago, es-
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Address all correspondence to: Jm;e C. Beldo,3554 Emerson Ave. South #16,
Mi1111eapolis,MN. 55408 phone: 612-827-6835 e-mail: Netnous@Aol.Com

Active Pages
With the dawn of modern psychology in the
late 19th century, a renewed interest and
approach to dreams began primarily with the
theories of psychologists Sigmund Freud and his
contemporary, Carl Jung. Both based their beliefs
on the existence of a deeply mysterious and
elusive subconscious mind that co-exists with
NTl2~
A f\(;_ \V COLI..MJ
waking consciousness. It is through the dream
© by Marlene King, M.A.__and_Y_o_uL_Whu? that the subconscious reveals the deep-seated
conflicts, repressed emotions and issues that are
represented in symbolic imagery.
No one knows exactly why we dream, but we
People from all cultures have long held the
recognize
that dreams can be a catalyst for selfbelief that their dreams had meaning - for them,
discovery.
Dreams are of course scientifically
their environment and others with whom they
studied,
measured
and described in clinical detail
interacted in their waking world. Dreams have
in
sleep
laboratories
for their content and to
been believed to prophesize, inspire, heal, assist
observe their physiological affects. Many theories
with creativity and inventiveness, supply answers
to perplexing questions and provide guidance and exist about dreams including that they are the
result of only neurological electronic impulses
connection to our deeper selves, the spiritual
triggered chemically that draw from random
realm and the world at large.
memory
selection from our brains, and that the
The idea that dreams gave useful information
content
of
dreams carry no deeper meaning other
emanates far back into prehistory. That the sleepthan
their
biological
function.
ing mind was in touch with the supernatural
So, in order for you to reconnect, realize and
world and that dreams were often messages from
utilize
the ancient healing and integrating power
gods carrying prophetic wisdom or providing
of
your
dreams, it is first important that you recall
healing were common themes. It is believed that
and
record
them. Keep a dream journal or tape
some primitive peoples slept on skins of animals
recorder
next
to your bed - this act in and of itself
they had killed or on ancestor's graves in order to
will
provide
an
expectation and recognition of a
experience such dreams. Most prominently, the
dream, thus making it easier to remember them.
Greeks practiced the art of dream work originally
Once you have established a rhythm and have
as a fertility rite, but it evolved to include healing
gained
access to the rich imagery of your dream
and prophetizing. All who went on pilgrimages
world,
you will find that you will look forward to
to the temples (the Oracle at Delphi being the
the
endless
magical imagery you produce in your
most renowned) hoped to experience the gift of
dreams.
the healing dream. And of course, there is the
The next step is to use them in a manner that
aboriginal dreamtime that contends humankind is
enlightens
and serves you in a positive way.
living out the dream of creation, dreamed from
Honor
your
dreams: they can become the paththe beginning of time.
way
to
your
self-integration of the conscious/
During the Dark Ages, threats of the Inquisiunconscious,
masculine/ feminine and physical/
tion gave motivation to abandon any activity or
emotional/
spiritual
parts of you that will ultibelief that might not pass the scrutiny of persemately
reveal
the
gold
of your authentic self.
cution and dreams were viewed as suspicious and
DREAM NETWORK© has created this column
superstitious events. By the 17th and 18th centufor
you,
its readers. It is an open, working and
ries, the Age of Reason began to dominate westinformative
forum provided to give response and
ern culture and a shift toward more scientific
discussion
to
dream questions, concerns or comthinking took root and dream work was pushed
ments
about
any
aspect of the dream world or
back even further into virtual non-practice.
dream
phenomena
you are experiencing. Please
Before these times, however, dreamwork flourishaddress all material to: Marlene King, M.A.PO
ed and the dream and its lore were firmly inteBox
477, Murphy, OR 97533 or email to
grated and respected as sacred functions of the
Marlene@chatlink.com
. .,
human psyche.
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One of my writing groups
tried, as an exercise, "Write a
dream first person, present
tense." This is what I came up
with. Hope you enjoy it.
1

Write

On!

by Anitra
I am returning/ram vacation,
driving north from Mexico. It
occurs to me that if I had taken a

Aura Cameras
Like the before and after photos above
your clients can see instantly the results
of their healing, in full color! Healers
and therapists in over 35 countries use
our aura imaging equipment with great
success. The Aura cameras are popular
at healing centers, meditation retreats
and new age book stores.

bus, or taxi, I could never have
campedout in the car as I did one of the high points of my trip.
On the other hand, I wouldn't be
so lost. I cannotfind any highway
going north, so I finally get on the
I am standing in my friend's house
first road I can, although it is an
when he comes in from his trip,
entrance ramp with all cars
looking troubled but determined. He
There aren't many
coming at 111e.
is big and muscular; he has
cars, and I manage to avoid them.
practicedmartial arts, both armed
The entrance ramp curves around
and unarmed,for many years. 'J·o
until I have completely lost my
calm himself, he goes to the cabinet
bearings,and in exasperationI
where he hangs his blades - blades
drive off the road ond straight
of many forms - each so perfectly
acrosscounhy. I make it to the top
balancedthat it hangs motionless
of the hill and start down the other acrossone peg placedat its center of
side, now lookingfor a roadagain. gravity. With slow, calm motions he
[ cannotfind any roads now, at all begins to move the bladesaround to
-- though at the bottom of the hill, new positions. Another man, beside
beside railroadtracks, I find a tiny me, tells me he is worried over what
villagewith dusty trails that may
our friend has gotten himself
vaths. The involved in. As our friend places one
be footvaths, or bic11cle
;illage is literall/tiny. Viewed
bladeon a new peg, it swivels from
from the car, the whole layout is
its accustomedhorizontal position,
on the scaleof a toy railroadscene. and comes to rest upright. His face
becomescalm and resolvedas
Now that f am out of the car, the
he recognizesthe message.
houses are about knee-high. I
I point out to the friend beside me
searchthe entire village in
that the warrior's own nature says,
minutes, andfind no people. I do
"It is time to take action!"~
find emphj glasses standing all
over the place,on the ground. One
glass stands on top of a coupleof
dollar bills.
"Order is not necessary in art."
I move into the woods, keeping to
- Dr. Wesley Lines-Browning
the shadows and stepping silently,
Anitra's email:
anxious to avoid the attention of
anitra@speakeasy.org
the evil society that conned the
Website:
entire villageof old men into
www ..speakeasy.org/ ~anitra
committin suicide. One o the

Tohost a cameraat yourstore or eventor for
moreinformationon purchasinga cameracall

Cail 1 800 321-Aura
ProgenCo.,IndustryLeadersSince1970
319 SpruceSt., RedwoodCity,CA94063

DREAMWORKWITH
JEREMYTAYLOR
A weekendworkshop,
November 14& 15
Salt LakeCity,Utah
$75 for earlyregistration

Sponsored
by:PegHunter,LCSW
& SoundMind

CallPegfor brochureand
information:801-699-6796
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victims even left a tip for the man
who served him poison. That detail
wrings my heart. Realizing I am
going to need more resourcesto
canyon this fight - eradicating the
Shadow Society - I step back into
the village,which looksfull-size
now, and pick up the bills left under
the glass. They tum out to be a $100
and a $50. Now I notice many other
bills stacked around, of all
denominations. I grab them up in
handfuls, wet with rain and
clumped together, and stuff them
down my shirt, into my bra, as I
make my way back out of the village,
into the woods.
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Top of your Christmas want-list:
a whole new tradition. You'll set
longer periods between showers
and baths; purge your apartment
and office and car of whistles.
Get in bed naked together
take off your wedding rings
lie touching lip to toe
pressing hard front to front
windows tightly closed
for hours and hours before ...
before your brand new celebration:
bow heads gently forward to
intersect with a tube of direct
winter sunlight then install
new call-screening telephone
answering machine. You want

Dreams Cnlimited~

ROSEMARY WATTS
Dream Educator
Corporate/Group/Individual
Sessions
Seminars
Classes
Workshops
Retreats
Dream Related Products

Dreams Unlimited
2126 Oak Drive
St. Louis, MO 63131
(314) 432- 7909

more "walking in beauty"; more
walking in silence. You who
always wanted to just go off on
your own: you'll celebrate the
quantifying of your energy and
the keeping of it. You'll be
kinder; stop envying your parents.
Saying to embroider: "God's a
tree falling down that
sometimes just misses you."
Your son's first word: clock.
(And newness comes with the
fullness of time.)
You'll start saving his toenail clippings again.

by Mary Winters

''The Brillig Trilogy," by Daryl Sharp

CHICKEN LITTLE
The Inside Story
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Personality, Soul and Individuation
LIVING JUNG
The Good and the Better
Sewn paperbacks, $15 each
Add postage: 1-2 books, $2; 3-4 books, $4
Credit Card§: 1-800-444-2524
INNER CITY BOOKS, Box 1271, Station Q,
Toronto, ON M4T 2P4, Canada
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~he ~rans{ormational -Oreamwork
of ~benezer Scrooee
r

by Joseph Cusumano, Ph. D.

Each

year, it is a holiday
tradition to revisit Charles Dickens'
classic novella, A Christmas Carol.
Since its 1843 inception, countless
adaptations have been presented,
each offering its own unique version
of Ebenezer Scrooge's three-dream
visitation. As the Christmas holiday
fast approaches, let us turn our
attention, once again, to this ultimate
dream story. This time, however, let
us make the effort to focus on the
original text, rather than upon the
usual media interpretations to which
we have grown accustomed. The
time has come to return to the
original source, to restore Dickens'
words to their full power, to rescue
the story's rich, more-relevant-thanever meaning from cultural cliche.
It is time to realize that until
Ebenezer Scrooge's "dark night of
the soul" dreamwork, he had carried
deep, unresolved childhood abandonment issues into adulthood. It is
time to realize that on that fateful
Christmas Eve, Dickens was describing a 19th century version of what is
known today as a combination neardeath/ abduction experience. And it
is time to realize that Scrooge
underwent a sudden kundalini/
chakratic spiritual awakening on
Christmas morning. Ultimately, it is
important to realize that during his
transformational journey into the
past, present and future, Scrooge
completes the seven, difficult
Dickensian
steps to spiritual
evolution.
By way of the dream of Christmas
past, Dickens had the incredible
wisdom to recognize the following
truth: unresolved childhood issues
must be remembered,
felt and
grieved.
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dream shows that nothing else can
occur on the road to spiritual awakening until the ordeal of this vital
remembering and grieving takes
place. By finally, fully feeling the
psychic pain of this long-repressed
memory, Scrooge was on the road to
compassion. And Dickens knew that
authentic compassion toward others
occurs only after one has developed
deep compassion for oneself.
During all three dream sequences, Dickens reveals to Scrooge
the long-term ramifications of this
early trauma upon his life from that
point forward. He makes clear that
despite the fact that his father
eventually softened and relented,
the damage this deep abandonment
Almost universally, in all adap- created did not abate. As a result,
tations of The Carol, this fact has been Scrooge spent the rest of his life living
either glossed over lightly, or com- in aggressive fear. In par-ticular, he
pletely ignored. The Ghost of the Past feared human aban-donment and
immediately transported Scrooge to physical displacement.
The dreams highlighted
to
his childhood boarding school, where
he was forced to stay, completely Scrooge the two major defenses he
isolated, throughout at least one full generated in adulthood to vigilantly
guard against these fears. His first
hnlirl ~" ca-:,,cn., huJ .........
.a..-1i,-.+
hie- "-'-'.I.W.1
l'l.n.1..1
strict father. We never know the defense was to never allow anyone
else close enough to hurt him again.
precise reason for this punishment,
Scrooge
realized that his open and
but there is a strong indication that
loving
fiance,
Belle, eventually
young Scrooge's father did not
approve of his son's love of fantasy released him from their engagement
when it became clear he would never
fiction. This frivolous, 'feminine'
interest was not useful to a young be able to return authentic love to her.
man who was to become a hard- In response, Scrooge formed a
driving businessman at the dawn of dysfunctional, life-partnership with
his emotional twin, Jacob Marley.
the industrial age.
When Scrooge witnessed the Marley was safe because he was
traumatic vision of hisyouthful"Janner similar; in John Bradshaw's words,
self" slumpedovera book,readingby the he was "famil(y)iar."
His second defense was to hoard:
meagerlight of a fireplace in the dark,
cold,vast,ever-crumblinginstitution,he he created and clutched piles of
cried. In fact, throughout this scene, money to guarantee that no one
old Scrooge sobbed and cried for the would ever again exile him from his
abandoned boy .... for himself. This living conditions, no matter how dark
.1.1.~.I.&
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Ira.m,forming Scrooge:
Dicken's Blueprint for a SpiritualAwakening
ACTUALLY TWO BOOKS IN ONE, TRANSFORMING SCROOGE
PROVIDES CHARLES DICKENS' ORIGINAL TEXT AND DR.
CUSUMANO'$ INTRIGUING ANALYSIS OF THE STORY.
TRANSFORMING SCROOGE SUCCESSFULLY SHOWS THAT
A CHRISTMAS CAROL IS NOT JUST A SEASONAL OFFERING. IT IS
A MESSAGE OF HOPE AND CHANGE; FULLY DESCRIBING A
TRANSFORMATIONAL PROCESS TO SPARK ONE'S OWN
SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION.

LLEWELLYN
New

Worlds

of Mindand

Spirit

TO ORI)ER, CALL1-800-THE MOON

and foreboding they were. In fact, he "bonded" with the
dark and cold conditions at his residence and his place of
business, thus replicating the "melancholy" boarding
school of his youth. Through these dreams, Scrooge
learned that he became his own repetitive/ compulsive
punisher. He had, in fact, cathected the father-figure of
his youth into his psyche. He no longer needed to fear a
punisher from without; he carried one within.
The dream of Christmas Yet To Come revealed the
greatest insight of the book. During this sequence, Scrooge
experienced compassion for the death of the physically
wounded child, Tiny Tim.And while refusing to view his
own corpse, a "voice" within (most certainly emanating
from the collective unconscious), helped him to identify
with the wounded Christ:
"Oh cold, cold, rigid, dreadful Death, set up thine
altar here and dress it with such terrors as thou hast
at thy command, for this is thy dominion. But of the
loved, revered and honoured head, thou canst not
turn one hair to thy dread purposes, or make one
feature odious. It is not the hand is heavy and will
fall down when released; it is not that the heart and
pulse are still, but that the hand wasopen,generous
and true; the heart brave, warm and tender; the
pulse, a mans. Strike, Shadow, strike! And see his
good deeds springing from the wound, to sow the
world with life immortal."

By confronting his own death, Scrooge realized that
immortallifeflowsfrom a deep, spiritual acknowledgment
and acceptance of woundl'dncss. When he unified his
woundedness to that of Tim and to that of the crucified
Christ, he finally opened wide at the level of the heart, the
intersection of the cross. Through this realization of shared
suffering, he had evolved.
Through his dreamwork, Scrooge had completed
Joseph Campbell's hero's journey cycle - departure,
attainment through ordeal, and return. We should no
longerfixateupon his pre-transformed behaviors. Instead,
we can honor and emulate him for having acknowledged
and integrated his shadow. In truth, Scrooge is a psycho
spiritual hero, a bodhissattva --· one who awakened to
the suffering of the world and learned to joyfully
participate in the painful realities of life.
We all need to follow his lead and come to terms with
our own idiosyncratic shadow Scrooges, no matter if they
are buried within or projected outwardly. The time has
come for us to comprehend Dickens' original intent: to
identify primarily with Scrooge. The time has come to
As we approach the millennium,
read A Christmas...Car.ol.
as we search for spiritual meaning, its relevance will
delight you.~
JosephCusumano,Ph.D.,is thermf/l()rof TrnnsfonningScraoge:
Oirkrns'
Bluepril1ifJJL1LSpirilua/Aw11keni11g.
l/e 1m1 becontactedbywritinghimat
99 MissionWalk, Florissant,
MO 63031.!'hone:3'14/731-1525
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-Orea.m (;rcup Lea.~er's Qui~e:
An Outline
of t:lae·Experienr:.ia.l
-Orea.m Qroup 'Trccess
Evolved by
Montague Ullman, M.D.
PRIMARY SKILLS INVOLVED IN DREAMWORK
LISTENING: The art of listening to the dreamer with no bias. Listen to
whats/he shares with feeling and intuition.
QUESTIONING: The art of putting questions to the dreamer that are
helpful without being intrusive.
FACILITATOR SKILLS
Safety and Control: Preserve the integrity of the process; meaning or
control is never taken away from the dreamer. Lead the group in a safe
way, taking more initiative when teaching or leading a new group.
Discovery: Facilitate group in making discoveries about dreamer without
being intrusive.
DREAMER'S NEEDS & RESPONSIBILITIES
Safety and Control
The dreamer needs to feel safe to explore their dream publicly, to get undressed psychically and be seen essentially nude, emotionally. In order to
feel safe, the dreamer is assured that they are in control of the process from
beginning to end and can choose to stop at any time.
Respect for Group Members
When the group is offering projections, asking questions, etc., dreamer
need not take any remarks made personally. Group members cannot be
wrong when they are offering their own projections and dreamer need
not take any comments personally, nor judge, evaluate or criticize any
member.

THE EXPERIENTIAL DREAM GROUP PROCESS

STAGEI
A. Presentation
The facilitator asks if anyone has a a dream they would like to share.
Preferably a recent, short dream. The dreamer is asked to tell their dream
slowly, so that the group may have time to assimilate and/ or write it
down. Share the dream with as much detail as possible.
B. Clarification
The group now questions the dreamer to gain clarification of the
dream images, story and elements, i.e., are characters real people? If so,
what is their relationship to dreamer? (Dreamer provides no details here;
just relationship) Were there any further feelings in the dream?
Any colors? Dreamer's age in dream? etc.
STAGE II
A. Group Owns and Offers Projections to the Dreamer
With dreamer's permission, group now' owns' the dream.
It is clearly stated that individual group members will be prnjecting their
own feelings, expressions, perceptions of the meaning of symbols,
metaphors and action in the dream.
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1. Feelings
Each group member now has
the opportunity to express the
feelings and moods the dreamer's
imagery evokes in them WITHOUT
addressing or making eye contact
with the dreamer. Group members
speak to one another; dreamer is
absorbing,' invisible.'
2. Feelings & Metaphors
Group now considers each
dream element symbolically and
links it metaphorically to some actual or imagined life situation, still
expressing feelings as they arise.
The statements made during
this stage are the feelings of each
group member and may have no
connection for the dreamer, or they
may have powerful ones. Each
member is free to express their
feelings and intuition about the
dream. Statements made may be
something being felt from the
dreamer, or something going on in
group member's life. The dreamer
has the sole authority to decide
whether these projections are of
value to them in understanding
their dream.
The dreamer cannot react at
this time but can interrupt for the
following reasons:
a. If they do not hear what
was said.
b. If they remember more
about the dream.
c. To express curiosity about
how a certain projection
came about.
d. The dreamer is always
free to intervene if at any
point they feel overwhelmed
and/ or wish to go no
further with the process.
STAGE III

A. Return Dream to Dreamer
for Response
The group now releases the
dream to the dreamer and invites
dreamer to take all the time needed
to share any new associations or
insights s/ he has gained as a result
of the group projections/ expressions. Do not interrupt dreamer
unless somethings/ he says is

misunderstood.
B. Dialogue
The dreamer is asked if they
would like to continue at this and
each stage of the process.
1 Search for Context
If the dreamer wishes to continue, the group now asks o.p..en::
end.edquestions regarding the emotional conditions and experiences
that occurred ... the day previous
to the dream, before going to bed,
during the preceding days, etc.
Dreamer has the freedom to answer
questions or not . . . and is informed/ reminded of this. The intent is
to amplify and/ or recreate the emotional atmosphere the dreamer
went to bed with the night the
dream occurred.
2 Playback
The dreamer is asked if they
wish to continue. If so, a member of
the group now reads or recites the
dream back to the dreamer in the
second person. one segment at a
time, giving dreamer an opportunity to respond at each break. Ask
the dreamer if any further ideas
come to mind about why dream
chose those particular images,
people, objects, etc. When someone
plays back a dream to the dreamer,
the dreamer experiences the dream
very differently and may gain new
insights.
3 Orchestration

If the dreamer wishes for more
dreamwork, the group may now
orchestrate - or provide an overview - of the dream, now that it
has been viewed from varied perspectives. This stage is much like
Stage II but goes broader and deeper as more insight is available.
When it is time for closure on
this stage, the group thanks the
dreamer for sharing their dream.
During this part of the process,
the dreamer may respond to each
person's orchestration, wait until all
voices have been heard or not respond at all, as they feel inclined.
Stage IV
Final comments from the dreamer
at the following group sharing. ~

Bestseller
intheDream
category
"Among
themany
books
which
offerinsight
intothemeaning
of
dream
symbols,
IfindMs.Tanner's
tobethemostapproachable
anduseful,
especially
forbeginning
andintermediate
explorers
onthispath."
H. RobertaOssana,MA,
editor,OreamNetworkJournal

Soft cover• ISBN0-945027-02-8
• 380 pages • $14.95
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StephenH. Kapit is able to guide peopleto
financial abundancethrough his DreamTime
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~eint5 an~ -OancintJ
with ~rincess -Oiana.
by Maureen Roberts, Ph.D.

ike many others, I have been drawn
deeply and with powerful emotion into the tragedy
of Diana's death. On the night I heard about it, I felt
an overwhelming desire to be of some help to her.
The same night, I was devastated after falling
asleep; I ended up spending the entire night with
Diana in a long and complex dream ritual. I cannot
do justice in words to the powerful feelings and
images in this dream; they were complex, reassuring, and distressing. Yet overall, I feel something
very positive was achieved.
Throughout this long dreaming,

I am ve1y close lo Diana and am helping wash
bloodoff of her (into a large bath); I watch it swirl
clockwisearound and i/ow11tile plug-hole while at the
same time we talk i11ilduil about /he irreversibility of
what has happened and the reality of the here and now.
Shefinds it Jund to
! !!id she cannot yet leave the
placewhere we are, or that s/1eis in fact dead. She is not
overly distressed, 1norelike puzzled, tired, and
regretful... but the main focus is on her healing (of soul
and body) and on my offer (not in words, ·
but simply as something that happened)
to take on myself 111'1
wo11ndedness.
There is no particulzir point at which this happened, but suddenly ....

I begin tofeel physically badly hurt, weak, and
aching, as if I am recoveringfrom a recent and
devastutingiy major operution. [ look down thefront of
my body, which is badly brnisedfrom the upper chest
area,and a huge, healing scar is rnnning down my body.
The scar is like a long clean scalpel cut - a thin line that
is already closed up. I feel a kind of joy and wonderment
at this, partly, I think, because(in a relievedfashion) I'd
taken on the woundedness in a kind of recoverymode,
without enduring the prelirninary
shock and horror of its cause.
I recall that this process - helping Diana
wash herself free of blood, talking through what
was now real, and feeling wounded - was enacted
over and again in different ways several times,
until there was an acceptance by her of death, after
which I was free to leave her in peace.
I can't describe the kind of closeness this all
involved. It wasn't what you'd call friendship, or
40
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sisterliness, or motherliness; it was (for want of
better words) an indefinable sense of oneness,
sorrow, patience, and compassion.
For the next couple of days, I felt continual
grief and profound emotion, and couid not concentrate on any work, but I also felt glad and
immensely gratified that I'd been able to help.
Quite frankly, I'm still somewhat awed and
stunned by this dream - just as I was for weeks
after I'd visited the Sun in a dream and helped heal
Him.
I'll also add that the place in which I spent
time with her seemed like a sort of neutral ground.
It was quiet and supremely functional: there were
baths, pathways, and towels there, sort of like an
ancient Greek garden, but with no sense of heaven .... just a low-key, peaceful place for getting done
what had to be done immediately there and then. It
wasn't like any other place I've encountered in
shamanic journeying, but featured lots of off-white
stoneware and buildings. There were other folk
wandering about, absorbed in other business.
The dream was also more feeling-dominated than
visual, but the sense of personal reality was
overwheiming and deepiy moving.

Homage To and Meditations On
Diana as Myth

One

of the phrases that has become attached
to Diana is "Queen of Hearts." It seems that we
prefer to see her now as a Queen, a mature version
of the Princess who has turned her suffering into
compassion for humanity. In my Arthurian Tarot
pack, the Queen of Hearts is the Grail Queen, who
is described as follows (this sounds to me exactly
like Diana):
"She is intuitive and sympathetic, her
compassionate nature embraces all; she
imparts the gifts of love to all who
encounter her; her depth of emotion
marks her as the upholder of the Grail."
The image is of her standing before a roughhewn doorway in a cliff wall, behind which can be
seen the ocean. In her hands she holds a bowl out of
which five streams of red wine, the colour of blood,
are flowing.
It would seem, on reflection, that the old
Arthurian myth of the Grail King, who is wounded
because of the illness of the land, is being superseded by a Grail Queen myth, personified as Diana.
For whereas the Grail King retreats to his Castle in
his wounded state, the Grail Queen does not, but

instead transforms her pain into the healing of
others.
As I noted to a fellow Jungian when reflecting
on my dream of Sunday, I am moved by two key
images: the blood spiraling clock~is~ into the bath,
and my own woundedness. The first image r~sonates with the alchemical bath of transformation
and with a Medieval alchemy picture I have of
Christ sitting in the round bath of life, flanked on
either side by the alchemical King and Qu~en, t~e
Sun and Moon, and pierced through the side with a
spear.
From the wound, blood pours into the bath,
while from the upper right corner, from a wine
press, wine flows into the bath. I am reminded here
of Jung's comments late in life ab_outde~th, ~he~
he suggested that it was a mysterium coniunc~wnis,a
marriage, or union through which the _soulfi~ally
regains its lost wholeness. The alchemical ~n10n _of
red and white (King and Queen) and the ctrculatio
appear in the dream in the guise of the spiraling
blood in the white bath.
As for the myth that is emerging, my feeling is
that it's too early to fully appreciate that yet, b~t
this tragedy has touched many on the level wh_ich
only an archetypal drama can, and a myth of simultaneous wounding and healing will assuredly emerge. Perhaps it is not King Arthur who will return,
but more that the Grail Queen will heal the wounded land. But for that to happen, we must still
answer the question, "Whom does the Grail serve"?
I guess the point is that we must all answer
this question in our own way, and from o_ur h~arts
rather than from our heads, since the Grail smt
(e.g. in the Arthurian deck) is the one most a~tuned
to the heart's pain and wisdom. As Yeats said,
"No symbol tells all its meaning to any gen~ration,"
hence the meaning of the Grail is inexhaustible.
But in each age, its message is one of wounding,
healing and union with the divine. The Grail has
before now served the Wounded King and now it
serves the wounded Queen of Hearts, inasmuch as
she is also each of us.
I feel this dream was collective as well as personal; we have all felt wounded in our Eros side
(the heart region) by Diana's death, so the wound I
received was both mediatory (myself as Wounded
Healer) and representative of what we're all feeling. I am a practicing shaman and in the dream
was, from this perspective, being called upon, as
shamans often are, to help a suffering and bewildered soul come to terms with death.

Certainly we need to keep talking about this
shattering event if we are to avoid letting it subside,
unresolved, back into the unconscious. If we do the
latter, someone else may be fated to live the same
destiny as Diana, until we understand that we all
can and must become "compassionate" wounded
healers. The myth must now be made the conscious
responsibility of each of us toward a suffering
world.
I think one of the key statements in Earl Spencer's address was that there's no need for us to canonize Diana, because she stands tall enough as a
human being. If we make a saint of her, then we are
admitting our inability to embody what she did:
simple compassion for suffering humanity.
Elizabeth, because she symbolizes the opposing cold detachment of patriarchy and the inflexibility of the senex archetype, is not someone we
can readily share our frail humanity and deepest
feelings with, whereas Diana felt like a friend and
mutually fragile human to us all. Like Diana, the
Queen, too, is playing an inescapable archetypal
role (the stern senex), but what our age needs now
is its opposite, the Eros of Puer vulnerability and
the horizontal axis of soul and 'Soul-making.'
I think Diana started out as a fairytale Princess .... the frail Maiden who idealistically captures
the Prince. But once this innocence and ideal was
shattered, she became a tragically mythic figure
and mature woman. Her triumph is that she turned
her vulnerability, as victim, into strength and compassion, as heroine. Diana rescued he_rselffrom ~er
pain and transcended it through servmg humanity.
So can we.
Shamans are often called upon to lead or escort the dead, or to help them cross over to the
afterlife. This is a great responsibility and privilege,
and it can cost dearly.
A few nights after the Grail Queen dream,
I had a quite wonderful dream of Diana in which ....

She is taking on a new role:TeachingDancing!
It is as if she at lastfinds the chanceto do what she
always wanted to and she is trying out some new steps
and showing them to me.
We arein a kind of low-keyholidayresort, something
like a placein New Zealand,
alongwith someotherfolk....
and it is she who is offeringto teachme!"
Contact Maureen Roberts, PhD, Jungian & Shamanic
Psychotherapist in Australia via email:
nathair@camtech.net.au
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Andrea

tells

her dream

while

Eli, Peter,

Shizuka,Tara,

Mark,

Jared

and I listen.

Toward
An Anthropology
of the Unconscious:
An Experimental Course
by Dr. Curtiss Hoffman

I

would like to share and describe an experimental
course which I taught for the first time this spring at
Bridgewater State College in Massachusetts.Bridgewater
isamedium-sizedpublicinstitutionofabout8400students
located in a small suburban community 30 miles south of
Boston. Within the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology we have an active anthropology major
with 2 full time faculty, 5 adjuncts and 38 undergraduate
majors.
While most of the courses I offer are in archaeology,
I have always been fascinated by cross-cultural myth and
symbolism and I regularly teach classes in myth and
religion from an anthropological perspective. I have been
involved in active group dreamwork for the past 6 years
and as a result, have been exposed to a much wider range
of both personal experience and literature on this subject.
In particular, it was my reading of Robert Bosnak' siracks
infue.WildernefilLOiDreaming last spring that led me to
conceive of the idea of offering a course that would
explore the cross-cultural dimensions of dreaming and
the concept of the unconscious on a global level. I entitled
the course Toward an Anthropology of the Unconscious,
because I realized how conceptually difficult it would be
to actually have an anthropology of such a subjective field
and also because I knew of very little literature existing
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that explored this subject at the time I designed the
course. Thanks to many contacts and serendipitous
discoveries during the course of the experiment, I am
happy to report that there is much more quality work
being done, especially during this decade, than I had
realized.
From the outset! knew that the course would have to
rely very heavily upon disciplines outside the domain of
anthropology, especially psychology, philosophy and
chaos and complexity theory. I asked that students take
Introduction to Psychology as a prerequisite for the course,
as well as Introduction to Cultural Anthropology and
either Myth and culture, Introduction to Folklore, or
Anthropology of Religion. This meant that the students
- all eight of them advanced Anthropology majors would have enough background that I would not need to
spend much time on the basics.
The purpose of the course was to present both the
diversity and the commonality of cultural approaches to
the nature of consciousness
and particularly
the
unconscious. We began by questioning what we mean by
the term" consciousness;" this turns out to be harder to
define than you might think. We proceeded to look at
several models for the unconscious in ancient texts such
as the bible, the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali and the dream

book of Artemidorus. We then looked at the betterknown Western models of consciousness, both psychoanalytical and materialistic.
Once this basis was
established, we went on to consider non-Western models
of the unconscious, focusing on the role of specialized
shamanic practitioners and the formation of native systems
of consciousness. We found that, much as the conscious
world -- as perceived by cultures -- is conceived of as a
system, the approach to the unconscious is just as
systematized. In fact, the two systems are often isomorp hous and are deeply embedded within one another.
This means that each culture's view of what happens in
dreams and other unconscious states is conditioned at
least in part by their way of systematizing their conscious
world -and vice versa.We also considered the tendency
of both ethnographers and non-specialist visitors to other
cultures to project their own culturally conditioned ideas
onto what they have learned about others' views of the
unconscious, or even to create partly fictitious dreamspecialist cultures which they represent to the public as
fully real. To conclude the course, we looked at the
significance of all these approaches to the unconscious for
the long-term health of all societies and their individual
members, including our own.
For texts, I decided to use the Bosnak book, as well as
Anthony Steven's Private Mylh.sand Richard Domhoff' s
~..tiq.u.e_ofD.r.e.aming. These provided some balance
between psychological and anthropological approaches.
I also provided a great deal of additional reading on
reserve at the library or given out as excerpts in class.
Some of this developed as the course went along. For
example, I think I would in the future include Robert
Moss' superb Conscious Dreaming. Readings included
most of the "usual suspects:" Freud, Jung Delaney, Van
De Castle, Keirsey, Kilton Stew art, Michael Harner, Jeremy
Taylor, etc. We also looked at some less obvious sources,

for example David Chalmers' provocative Ihe Conscious
Mind provided a much needed antidote to Western
reductionist ideology; Michelle Stephen's moving account
of her own experience working with ad ream-specialist in
New Guinea, ~s__Gifu;,
helped to delineate the
problem of the ethnographer's subjectivity as well as the
need to abandon the idea that we Westerners have all (or,
maybe, any) of the answers when it comes to understanding the unconscious.
I decided from the outset that any course in this area
needed to include an experiential component, consisting
of dream recording and group dreamwork sessions in
class. Students were given instruction in basic dream
recording techniques and were asked to keep dream
diaries. The class met twice a week for 75-minute sessions
and we devoted every alternate Thursday class of the 14week semester to group dreamwork. In practice, this
allowed us to discuss 2 to 3 dreams per session, which
meant that each student had the opportunity to share at
least two dreams during the course of the semester. I
audio-taped the first five sessions and one of our adjunct
faculty videotaped the last two sessions. I felt it was
essential for me to participate in dream-sharing, too, so I
kicked off our first dream work session with the following
pair of dreams I'd had a few nights before:
1) / meet with my dreamclassand ask eachof them to
contributea dream;I will alsocontributeone. The dreams
are in theform of a thin, red liquid which eachof us deposits
in a yellowplastic cerealbmvl.I haveall 9 of the bowls
carefullyarrangedon thefront desk so I can tell whose is
whose.I stir the liquid in eachone until it forms a solidgel.
Then I ask the class to wait in the hall while I preparethem
further. I cut out and eat a sliceof eachdream and stir tl1e
remainderagain.I realizethat this processis going to take
longerthan I expected.The students are becomingrestlessin
the hall,so I callthembackin.
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bottle of ketchup
on theffont desk.
There are no windaws and the chairs
are very old school
desks. There is rock
music playing and
we all dance afew
steps beforesitting
dmvn. One student
says that she could
dance to this or to
the ballet,it makes
no difference.We
settle down to work
in our new quarters.

This was in
every way an exAvailableat your localbookstoreor calll-800-989-6334 ISBH~
cellent introduction to the nature
2) f meet again with my class and
of the work we were about to engage
relatet/11:
abouedream to them,
in! It reflects the deep, dark, messy,
explaini11gsome cifthe symbolism. The archetypal nature of the dreamwork
huwf,; 11re ucn1 old and comefrom an
process~ so different from ordina~
cm/1a 11artlif 1~1y
life and I haven't seen intellectual classwork plus the thrill
u11ei11a lo11gtime. Their shape and
of discovery and the essential need
colorsuggests that they are actually the for all of us to improvise the course as
skulls of the students and the dreams
it went along.
arc the ,:cdbrain bloodwhich is poured
Before starting the dreamwork
into them. Thm l see a bawl in the
sessions, I asked the students to read
c/w;,;rnum;it has 1.1largeserning spoon and sign an informed consent form
in ii. 1he studl'ntsfind afew more
which I based on existing models for
how/,;1111d
soml'1ifthem have residue of working with human subjects. This
Ilic red gel at the bottom. This is an
form stipulated the risks and benefits
l'xcili11gdiscu1>lTI/
and we're about to
of this kind of work and gave each
di~£u~"ib imrlicuiions wizen II lurger
student the right to withdraw from
cltzs•;led b11afair-hairedgeography
sharing dreams at any time. Only one
br1~gc1;
into the room. He says student availed herself of this
llwl this mum is thl' libraryfor
opportunity, chiefly because she did
g<'ci,1;mphy
and that they need to look
not wish to appear on videotape. A
lh mugh the skylight. I ask where I
strong degree of trust was established
•:Jwuld/Joldlnlf c/11,;s
and he suggests
quickly and this made both lectures
we go tu /,?.ol;/11
2, which is located
and dreamworkflow smoothly. This
dlrw11
3 flights 1ifst ails in the
was very much due to the fact that I
/Jasemcnt.We are reluctant to go but
had an absolutely outstanding group
tilelfhave thr 11umbrrson us, so we
of students, who knew each other
de,:cc11d.( )n the way down, we see
and me from previous course
11wreyellmPbowls on the landings.
experiences.
/Ii,, Jfr,;t 2 flight;; are O.K. but the
There were some things that I felt
is gl'iting olderas we descend
/n1ildi11g
I could not attempt in the course. For
,md t/1,,stairs to thl' basementare dark
example, the use of opening ritual as
a11ddingy. W/ie11Wl'find Room 2, it is
is suggested in many guides to group
ubuiou~;tilat it lws been usl'dfor meals:
dream work. I did provide instruction
tltae arc crumbs all around and a
on some ritual-based techniques of
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dream recaU which students were
invited touse;aswell, we experienced
with psychodrama, amplification,
dream re-entry and made use of the
blackboard to draw images from our
dreams. We were also able to discuss
freely some very thorny philosophical
issues ... for example, whether our
dreams speak to us from, or through
the unconscious.
One way in which students were
graded was on the basis of ~heir
participation in dream work sessions.
Obviously, I could not grade them on
the contents of their own dreams! But
I did evaluate their degree of participation and insight into th~
discussions of each others' dreams.
Often these discussions became quite
lively, once they had grasped the
essentials of dreamwork. Also, each
student was asked to choose a
• .
I
It ure
par,1cu1ar
cu1.

'-~m a~
11.uu

l!-•
~'
11.:,1.
v1

ethnographiesand to write a 15-page
research paper on the way in which
that culture conceives of the unconscious, both in theory and practice.
Last, a final exam explored their
understanding of Western and nonWestern approaches to dreamwork
and its potential significance for their
own lives and for society in general.
The students did quite well in
grasping the principles and practices
entailed in both academic and
experiential aspects of the course.
None of them received a.final grade
less than a B-. In a small, upperdivision course such as this, Heel that
it is entirely appropriate to assign
grades on the basis of observed
achievement rather than an arbitrary
bell-curve standard. I think that
everyone who participated felt they
had learned a great deal, both about
themselves and about culture in
general. Many of the students were
genuinely reluctant to end the
dreamwork sessions and some of
th.em intend to start dreamwork
groups of their own.
Ilookforward to developing this
course as a regular offering in the
future.~

Book Review
James. Hillman's

The Soul's Code, in Search of
Character and Calling
Random House, New York, NY, 1996.
Reviewed by Suzanne Nadon
RRUl Owen Sound, Ontario
N4K 5N3 Email: maplestone@log.on.ca

I picked

up Hillman's book

The Soul's Code, In Search of
Characterand Callingexpecting to
find a simple methodology which
would help me identify my next
life stage. Though I was not
handed an easy "l-2-3 guide to
your new career," Hillman' s opus
turned many of my favorite
psychological processes upside
down, delighting
me intellectually, teasing me spiritually,
and challenging my soul to trust the process as it unfolds
in my life. Hir, book is not only a provocative read, it is a
revisioning of human psychology.
Hillman advocates an approach to"character"which
transcends the Freudian concept of sexual sublimation as
motivation for one's character traits, the Jungian notion
of alignment with a greater, collective, transcendent,
eternal Self, and the most recent Inner Child approach to
psychology which pins the foundations of our existing
character on the tribulations of our early parenting.
Hillman builds on these earlier ideologies. He weaves a
larger cloth, using threads from the past but not limited
by their mind sets. In this respect his is truly a Great Work.
His theory is an evolution of psychology more than it is
a revolution (a term the author might find more gratifying).
His central theory is that of the" acorn," his metaphor
for calling, the "daimon" of the Greeks. Ideally, he says,
the acorn falls from the sky and doesn't just "grow up,"
it "grows down" into the ground, our earthly life.
Using Hillman' s biographical process I reviewed my
life. Have I ever been clear about my calling? He suggests
that the evidence of" acorn" is present and visible at all
ages. When I was eight, I remember telling my teachers,
that I would like to grow up and become a nun or a priest,
but with four children. These Roman CatholicNunswere
quick to advise me that my secular and religious ambitions
were not compatible and women would never be priests.
I should pray for the courage to choose a religious vocation
over the more ordinary secular path. Now, in my mid
forties, I live with my four children, am pursuing my
degree in Religious Studies, am dedicated to my ongoing spiritual journey, and live an aesthetic if not ascetic
rnonasticlif esty le.

Hillman' s theory is that the acorn of my soul knew at
some great and deep level that at mid life, I would find
myself dedicated to my four kids and my spiritual path,
both. As I told the kids last week, I have chosen to live a
life of simplicity (the vow of poverty), I have chosen to
live obedient to the voice of God within (a process which
undergoes many changes as I evolve), and for now
anyway, I live a chaste life (which I said was just bad
luck!). We all laughed. So it could be argued that I live a
modified monastic lifestyle. The eight year old wasn't far
wrong!
Hillman suggests that my acorn has used every
circumstance, in effect" choosing" the many trials of my
youth and young adult life to enhance, highlight and
suilcd to the task of my
honeacharacterwhichisperfectly
own particular calling. For instance, when my marriage
was complete the acorn led me to move on, seemingly
mindful of its need to have peace, solitude and much free
time as a nurturing environment for creative work. If my
daimonneedsfreedom
... by Cod, he'll crl'ate il!Thc gods
will be served! This is not so much bl.'rnusc of the pains of
my youth, according to Soul's Code, but in aidu(the task,
the opus.
That is not to condone the betrayal, the abuse, or the
slings and arrows of our outrageous fortunes. The acorn
of my soul saw me through my trials, like a guardian
angel, like the higher self, like the hand of God, guiding,
protecting, directing, providing me with the desire to
grow from it all. To heal is not only to acknowledge the
pain of the past, but also to recognize the gift ,vc have
grown as survivors, often an equal and opposite gift to the
pain and betrayal. Hillman takes strides forward into
personal accountability, away from the narcissistic
victimology of popular self help groups. He emphasizes
over and over again, not to focus on the why of the past,
nor to focus on the what of the future. Instead, he asks us
to use every aspect of daily life to carve, to nurture, to
define, to discriminate what the innate impulses, fantasies,
thoughts, loves, even accidents of our lives are seeking to
express. Imagine the acorn as a magnet and the facts of
our biography as metal shavings, and you'll get the
picture of the intentionality and power of the acorn, the
daimon that" drives" us into our fate.
Once the acorn is identified, in ourselves, in our
children, in our clients, Hillman advocates a "growing
down" rather than a "growing up." The acorn comes
from the realm of the gods, way above our heads, from the
crown of the mighty oak. Its purpose and potentiality, its
very nature is transcendent. In itself, the acorn is but a
Saturday afternoon snack for a squirrel. But if this acorn
lands, develops a relationship with the soil of everyday
life, grows down and sets roots, it will grow to feed a
whole community of squirrels. In psychological terms,
this is similar to the process of becoming conscious
(landing), individuating (growing roots and a full crown)
and self-actualizing (harvesting).
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Like Thomas Moore in '.'Care of the Soul," Hillman
has taken the approach I first encountered through
feminist and creation spirituality's of marrying the
transcendent ,vith the immanent: living in light yet
befriending the earth, the dark, the moist and fertile,
the humble and the ordinary. Where ordinary life and
extraordinary "acorn-ness" meet, HERE is genius
manifest, HERE is wholeness, HERE is "heaven on
earth." This is the" coniunctio" the inner marriage of
God and Goddess, soul and spirit.
To accomplish this, Hillman ad vises us to find a place
in our midst to exercise the gift of Self. We need to learn
to accept the limitations
of our earthly vessels
(relationships, institutions, family of origin, etc) .. He
writes:
In his last chapter on methodology, he talks at length
about the similarity of the acorn with the glans of the
penis. His theory too, seems primarily masculine oriented.
It has "sprung from the puer eternus" the archetype of
eternal male youth. It knows the sky (the speculative,
dreaminess of youth), and with effort and humility learns
to know the earth (the pragmatic realities of life).
After more than ten years of study in feminist thought,
I have developed an ability to translate masculine ideology
into my own feminine dialect, instead of prejudging it as
irrelevant to me as a woman. I am left feeling inspired
with Hillman's way of revisiting biography. I have a
renewed faith that all aspects of my life have been on
purpose and a serenity borne of trust that the acorn does
have its way in my life. I still don't know what I'm going
to do with my life when the kids leave home, yet I've
begun to investigate options that I might have previously
judged as too "limiting." But right now it seems enough
to spend time with my journal, feed my kids, write a few
articles, read many books, counsel a few clients, seek to
know God, embody the Goddess and wait for Godot,
Kafka"'style:
·
You don't need to leave your room,
Remain sitting at your table and listen.
Don't even listen, simply wait,
Don't even wait.
Be quite still and solitary.
The world will freely offer itself to you.
To be unmasked, it has no choice.
It will roll in ecstasy at your feet.

-0

C:

"'

--- Franz Kafka "
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Hermanexperiencesa quantumpop In time as
he suddenlyfinds himselfturningIn a test
that hasn"teven been passed out yet.

Last Chance
Lawyer's dogged, dog-eared dream:
it's been found out you never finished
college you're in the doghouse it's your
last chance last term you skip town fast
bolt for featureless campus cold Midwest
but they won't tell you its name you
can't find your dormitory cafeteria class
schedule classrooms bookstore you
scream at yourself Get a map! Or else
stop using those dissolving disappearing
pieces of paper ... It's your last chance
to pass five required courses but
you can't find the class time the room
number the textbooks you can't find the
correct building Get a map! you scream
at yourself it's your last chance you
crouch down on filthyfloor in front of
teacher's desk scrabble through collapsing
piles of books ... is this the room?
You're alone so all alone in no way
Dr. Zhivago in solitude when all at once
violins swell it's spring with count
them thousands of daffodils pushing
up through the snow.
by Mary Winters
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POLICY

Weencourage readers to submit articles focused on
dreams and mythology-with complementan;graphicsorphotoswhich will be empowering for our readers. We accept
articles ranging from experiential to scholarly accounts and
ask you to share techniques and insights from experiences
with effective, creative dream work in our Dream Education/
Art of Dreamsharing Section.
We invite your Questions and accounts of personal
experience involving dreams, from workable methods,
transformati ve experience ... to informal sharing, synchronicity, or insight gained in groups and therapy.
Your Questions, Explorations and Opinions are welcome
for our Responses/Letters to the Editor column.
We encourage you to list dream groups forming or
needing new members, dream related research requests and
to notify us of quality dream related events, services or
books which would be of interest to the readership.
Related sidebars and quotes are always welcme.
Typewritten double-spaced manuscripts are essential,
approximately 2000 words. (We prefer bothhard copy_and
computer disk submissions.) Reproducible black and white
original art work & photos are welcome; photocopies are
acceptable. Please include SASE with submission and/ or
request for guidelines.
Dream Network fournal reserves the right to edit all
material submitted for publication. Dream Network obtains
first North American serial rights only. All copyrights revert
to author/ artist after first publication, with proviso that
material will be available for future anthologies of Dream
Network material.
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We arc grateful to be able to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources available to you via the
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to answer questions from any caller, regardless of location. If you would like to serve in this way, please contact us!
Some Neh,1orker,;have special conditions, such as times they are available for phone conversations. Please respect each
individual's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific time is indicated, assume that you can call at anytime and that
you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a long distance call, expect a collect call in return.
AflUCA

GERMANY

Charles de Beer PO Box 598
llm(Pnlwcni 42:15,South Africa
Dream "Readings" via written
correspondence to above
ttddrcs:,. \Vorkhvide

Michael Schredl

ALASKA
Susan Fredericks 907/983-2324
Jungian, Dream Croups, Info
Skagway, State of Alaska
907/479.6553
Tima Priess
.\nirnals, Dreams & Trauma
Near I'ai rbanks
Billie Jo Secrist 907/789.2669
Ceneral Resources & Info
Juneau

CALIFORNIA
Bay Area Dreamworkers Group
(BADG)
707/824-9121
";. Frie Sn yck r
Info & Resources on Regioml
Net\vorking for Dreannvorker~-;
l'atricia Keelin 707/254-7829
l .ucid / Dream! .ight
Northern ( 'alifornia
Marcia Liuck
408/264.4970
Drearns & ( ·onsciousnc~,--;
SI' fby .\rca/ USA
Dream Libr.uy & Archives
Jill Gregory, Director
!'refer ~1-1' 10am - 10pm
4'15/897.7955 or 415/898.2559
l:xtensive Dream Resources
San r:rancisco Bay Art•;'l; CA

Ruth Sacksteder
510/549.2162
Lucid Dreaming
7- 9 p.m. Pacific Time SF, CA

CANADA
Jan Janzen
Box 4'.l7, Tofino, B.C. VOR2ZO
Lucid, hypnogogic, Tibetan
Written communication only
Canada/ International
Suzanne Nadon 519/371.6060
Creativity & Lifestyle, Jung
Ontario/Native Community

ELORIDA
ONLINE DreamLyn,\ 407/869.8111
Linton and Beck Hutchinson
email: hutchib@iag.net
FRANCE
Joseph Natuzzi Ph: 93-97-39-81
Riviera Dream Group
Nice France 06000
lOl563.27:i5@compuserve.com
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MICHIGAN
0621/793525

Preferred language, German

Judy White 616/353.7607
Holistic Therapies & Dream Groups
Michigan

6pm - 7pm Mon-Fri

MINNESOTA

Germany, Austria & Switzerland

Jaye C. Beldo 612/827.6835
Dream Democracy/ Integrative
Dream Narration-- Evenings
Upper Midwest
Mary Flaten 507/663.1269
General Resources & Groups
State of Minnesota

General info/ resources, groups

HAWAII
Frances Ring 808/637.9241
Dream Art, Cnslr. Info & Groups
Hawaiian Islands

ILLll'illlS
Gail Arrenholz-Roberls
630/365-0771
Dream Groups, Creativity
Saint Charles Area, IL
Rev. Dan Prechtel 847/492.9013
Ceneral info/ lucid, groups
lndiv & group spiritual companionship
Metro Chicago & Northshore

INDIANA
Phil Schuman 219/422.5133
General resources, researcher
State of Indiana

KANSAS
Steve Carter 316/263.8896
General Resources & Groups
l'v!/Th/ fr eves; Sat. p.m.
Kansas/ No. Oklahoma

MARYLAND
Sherie Healey 410/465-0010 or
1-800-235-8097 Anytime
Dream Groups, General Info
State of Maryland

MASSACHUSETTS
Edith Gilmore 508/371.1619
Lucid, General, Groups
Early evenings
Boston/MetroWest MA
Dick McLeester 413/772.6569
General Resources
Greater New England/W.MA
Karen Surman Paley 508/887.5090
Survivors of sexual abuse/
Multiple Personality Disorder
U.S.A.
8 - 9 p.m. EST
Ramsay Raymond 508/359-2634
Special focus on experiential
dreamwork. Mon. & Fri. best.
East MA/ esp. Boston & West
FatherJoseph Sedley 508/842.8821
Pastoral dreamwork/12 Step/
Spiritual & Emotional Growth
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
State of Massachusetts
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MISffi1!Rl
Dean McClanahan 417/491.4508
General, Jung, UFO
Springfield/State of Missouri
Rosemary Watts 314/432.7909
General resources, Creative!
St. Louis & State of MO

MQNIANA
Anita Doyle/ 406/542.1475
Workshops/ongoing
groups
Montana

NEWHAMPSHIRE
Charlotte Bell
603/529.7779
Gen. Preparation for Death
5 - 11 p.m. New Hampshire

NEWJERSEY
Valerie Melusky 609/921.3572
General Info & Groups
PA/NY/NJ
NEW..YQRK

Allen Flagg 212/532-8042
Kilton Stewart's Senoi
Dream Education
New York City & Tri State Area
Jennifer Borchers 212/683.5677
Recovery from childhood abuse,
healing male/female relations
Evenings & weekends
NY I NJ I CN, esp. Five Boroughs
Harold Ellis 516/796.9455
Gen.Resources, Dream drama
NY/NJ
LeonVanLeeuwen 212/888.0552
General Resources, groups
NY,NY

NORTHCAROLINA
Al Phillips 704/553.9508
General Info & Resources
NO & SO Carolina

QHIQ
Noreen Wessling 513/831.7045
General Info & Groups: OHIO

Micki Seltzer
614/292.3407
Ceneral Info & Croups. OI llO

QREGQN
Ingrid M. Luke 503/867.6899
General Info & Re,;uurcc,.; Pacific
Northw,,sl/ UlffCON
E.W. Kellogg lll 503/535-7187
Lucid dreaming/ Dream Healing
E-mail: l)octorSlrange@rnsn.com
lnterdimensional / Oregon
John Macenzie & Jane Slama
541.476-9547 bnail: elixira@juno.com
Relationships/ hynogtigic/ somatic
Call anytime bd,,rc ':JamPST
Graywolf Swinney 541/476.0492
I)rearns & (-,(_)nsciot1sness
lnternationol / hiW States
PENNSYLVANIA/OHIO
Mena Potts, Ph.D. 614/261,4444
Expericntid! Drl:arn Croup~~ &
Parapsychical dn,ams
7 p.m. ·· ':Jp.rn.
Central Pi\/N.I:. Ohio
TENNESSEE
Tom Goad 615/834.6564
General Fesourccs/Dtearn Croup
State of Tennessee

TEXAS
John Ashbaugh 806/655.9738
General Jnfo & Resources
Texas
U.S.A. Fred Olsen Contact via
email: Drearntrek(iPaol.corn
Dream Reh,try l lealing l'rocc•ss
lT'T'Alr

\,L..l.rll_l

Ruth Hoppe
801/583,1405
General Resources & Groups
Early eves
No. UT/ WY/ fD
Roberta Ossana 801/461.9003
Ceneral Resomce,; & Croups
Four Corner

WASHINGTON
Bob Coalson
2.06/582.1467
Nightmares, Senoi, Sandplay
Pacific Northwest
206/745.3545
Judith Picone
General Resources & Croups
N.W. ID/MN/WA
Lee Piper 206/659.0459
General Resources/ Native
Pacific NW /ID/MN
David Sparenberg 206/323.2115
Shamanic, Ceneral Info
Pacific NW/ BC C-rnada/ ID

W..AfiHINGTON D.C
Rita Dwyer
703/281.3639
General Resources, Croups
Metropolitan D.C. area

In this group, we promote selfdiscovery via understanding the
special language
and imagery of dreams.
Manhattan & Westchester. Call
914.591.7608 Elizabeth Howell, Ph.D.
Lamb & Lion Ministries
Workshops, dreamwork, inner
journey, individual & group
spiritual companionship.
Rev. Dan Prechtel.
Ph: 847.492.9013 Evanston, IL

Lucid Dreamers of all levels with an
interest in exploration, experimentation
and enhanced awareness in waking &
dreaming are invited to meet every third
Wednesday, 7-8p.m. No fee.
Contact Keelin@ 701.254.7829
Napa Valley, CA

Dream Resources, Groups
& Connections
Contact Roberta Ossana @801.259.5936
or email: DreamsKey@sisna.com

Programs in art & practice of
dreamwork for lay persons
& professionals.
Classes, workshops, referrals,
consultation to individuals, groups.
Biopsychospiritual framework.
Contact Ramsay Raymond
The Dream wheel
191 Subdury Road,
Concord, MA 01742-2423.
Ph: 508369.2634.
Email:Dreamwheel@compuserve.com

Exploring inner worlds through lucid
dreaming? Weekly study group. No
fee. Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st
St., Hamilton, Ontario Canada L8V
2T3 Phone: 416.383.5743

"Working With Dreams"
Weekly Ullman-style Dream Study
Tuesdays 7:30 - 9:30 Contact
David Pit kin Ph: 518.885-2095
Ballston Spa, NY

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop.
Meets every Monday night from
7-9pm. Please contact Leon B.
Van Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 NY

Dream workshop of the Theosophical
Society in Miami & So. Florida.
To encourage the study & interpretation of dreams for psychological &
esoteric purposes. No fee. Facilitators:
Sy Ginsburg & Angie Hall. Meets
Wed. I 12 Noon@ Theosophical
Society, 831 S. Federal Hiway,
Deerfield Beach, FL 33441
Ph: 954.420.0908
Dreamsharing on Internet!
From international dreamsharing to
scientific articles to support and
discussion groups, if it is about
dreams, it's on-line. For info, send
email address to RCWilk@aol.com

Ongoing Dream Group in Alaska.
Meeting with Network across the State.
Contact Susan Fredricks Ph: 907.983.2324

Pines Dream Sharers
Enjoy the warmth and support of
like-minded seekers. All welcome!
Meets monthly in Cincinnati area
Contact Noreen Wessling
5429Overlook Drive, Milford, OH
45150 Ph: SB.831.7045

Southern OR Dream Connection
John Mackenzie & Jane Slama
1000 Cienaga Lane, Grants Pass, OR
97526 Ph: 541.476.9547

Dream Group in Redwood City, CA
Group meets every Thursday@ 7 p.m.
No charge to attend
Contact Baron. Ph: 415.369.4051
Cynthia Kohles M.S.W.
Dream Group, Thursday evenings.
No fee. Santa Rosa, CA. Ph:
707.526.2500
Bay Area Lucid dreamers of all levels o
experience. Monthly meetings on
Sunday P.M. No fee.
Berkeley, CA . Contact Ruth Sacksteder
Ph: 510.549.2162
Stanely Krippner & Ingrid Kepler May.
Drawing from dream interpretation &
other systems. Wed. & Thurs.: 7:309pm. Berkeley, CA. Ph:510.526.2900

Pacific Northwest Center for Dream
Studies. For 16 years offering Jungian
oriented, ongoing dreamgroups,
individual dreamwork, seminars &
training. Contact Dir. Kenneth Kimmel
@206.447.1895. Seattle, WA
Maplestone Dream Group
Meets every Monday night. No fee.
Phone Suzanne Nadon at 519.371.6060
Owen Sound, Ontario Canada

Creativity Dream Workshop
Contact Sherry Healy
8101 Main Stred,
Ellicott City, MD 2104., No Fee·
Ph: 410.750.1:: 11, 1r800 23'1 h(H?
CREATIVE DREAM
GROUPS & WORKSHO!'S
Utilizing Jungian, expressive nn,1
integrative dream work method~.
Contact Marlene King, M.A.,
PO Box 477, Murphy, OR 97533--0177
Ph: 541.471.9337

Wichita, KS Dream Group
Contact: STEVE CARTER
550WestCentral #1404
Windsor at Barclay Square. Fridays
No fee. Phone: 316.263.8896
Dream Awareness Circle
Every Sunday 2 - 4p.m. 'v Offering
@Magical Journey Books
Open to public Nashville, TN
Ph: 615.834-6564
Email: signaturex@webtv.net

NEWENGLAND
CONTACT

Greater Boston I Cambridge area.
Write or Phone Dick McLeester
@ New Dreamtime, PO Box 92
Greenfield, MA 01302
Ph: 413.772.6569
Columbus, OH Dream group.
Peer-led. Ullman style process.
Meets 1st & 3rd Tuesday, midday,
OSU campus area.
Contact Cindi Mushrush
Ph: 614.451.4536

Edith Gilmore
Egalitarian dream study & interprda
tion group meets monthly in my
home. No fee. 112 Minot Rd.,
Concord,MA 01742 Ph: 508.371.1619

METRO D.CCOMMUNITY,
Open To All who share an interest in
dreams. 1st Sat. each month, l-5pm
131 Park St. NE, Vienna, VA.
Info: contact Rita Dwyer
Ph: 703.281.3639 No fee

DreamLynx provides a vehicle for the
sharing and translation of dreams.
Sections include ... resources showing
you how to interpret dreams.
Coordinated by
Beck and Linton Hutchinson
on the World Wide Web. Website:
http:/ /www.licensesure.com/ .dream
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BECKY LAMAN-HYNES is
working on a research project
concerning sound in dreams. She is
looking for any sounds or sound
effects within the dream that effected
the level of consciousness while in the
dream state and any consequential
effects on waking consciousness.
Sound effects could include singing,
chanting, toning, drumming or
playing any musical instrument
while in the dream. She is
particularly interested in the effect of
toning in the dream state. Please send
dreams to: 688 N.E. First Street,
Dania, FL 33004 Ph: 954.926.7528

MARLENE KING, M.A. is researching dreams from people who "surrogate" dream for others who are
emotionally blocked due to grief or
trauma. Confidentiality assured.
Please indicate consent for publication. PO Box 477, Murphy, OR 97533
Phone 541.471.9337
Email: Marlene@chatlink.com
Seeking dreamers who are mobility
impaired in waking life for study
exploring effects of specifically
directed lucid dream imagery for
psychological benefits
and possible physical healing.
Will teach lucid dream skills
to interested participants.
Contact PATRICIA KEELIN
2155 Spencer St., Napa CA 94559
Ph: 707.254.7829

TELEPATHIC & PRECOGNITIVE
Handcrafted Goddess Clothing/
Those who are 21 or older and who
Accessories. Lotions, Potions, Statues,
have experienced either telepathic or
Candles, plus more.
Catalog $2.00 to Goddess Goods,
precognitive dreams and would like
Wilson, WY 83014-0093
to participate in a study designed to
map the range of these experiences, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
please call or write for a
The Art of Dreamsharing
questionnaire, to: HELEN
ERICKSON, 1208 Virginia Way, La
& Developing
Jolla, CA 92037. Ph: 619.459.8557
Dream Groups
Email: HErick7847@aol.com. All
responses will be kept confidential.

= =

=

=

A 44 page Booklet

JANICE BAYLIS, Ph.D. is seeking
dreams about or featuring celebrities.
These could be entertainers,
politicians, sports figures, scientists,
etc. If you have access to dreams
which celebrities have had, these are
also needed. Occasionally, these turn
up in the news. Write to: 1180Oakmont
Rd t/51-J Sea!Beach, CA 90740

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

containing the best educational
articles on these topics

from Dream Network.

$5.95 each, Includes

P&H

to DN, POB1026,Moab, UT 84532

Bulletin'

Bulletin'

Bulletin'

Bulletin!

Let us continue Dreaming Humanity's Path and create, here ....
.... a cultural repository for visionary dreams.
Dreams which you feel were 'Gifted' to share
with the larger community.
Submit to Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532

lD)ff'.&@Ufftfl
lM@ic'tlfl5J@[f'.lk
(Q)oollil.oomf
Our Website

Anyone doing conscious explorations
of the dreamscape and/ or hypnagogic
states related to the Tibetan method of
lucid dreaming, please respond.Write
to Jan Janzen, Box 437, Tofino, B.C.,
Canada V0R 2ZO

http://www.

Address

hmtp.cominewidreamidream.html

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin'

Bulletin'

Network

Bulletin'

Bulletin'

Journal

DISPLAY ADS: Phone: (801)259-5936or Email: DreamsKey@sisna.comfor our affordable rates
or request from Dream Network PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
CLASSIFIED ADS: All Sale Items, Groups, Events and Services:
$15per Issue, $50 per year (4 Issues); limited to 20 words. $1 per word beyond 20 words.
RESEARCH PROJECTS: $1 per word/10% discount for 1 year listing.
Ads are accepted at the discretion of the publisher. DNJ does not endorse nor take responsibility
for the contents or quality of any products or services advertised herein.
We encourage reader feedback and will discontinue ads or which we receive com laints.
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is:

Our World Wide Web site has sample articles, writer's guidelines
and much more dream education/ information.
Register Online for FREE subscription! Monthly Drawing

4,\ID)\V'J@;JfR1fJT§IER
in the Dream
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Pt.:"MtVER
PLACES TOURS Presents The

DREAMCRUISE
On The Crystal Clear Caribbean Sea
Join Leading Dream Experts For An Enlightening Seven Day Voyage Including: Henry Reed, Rita Dwyer,
Roberta Ossana, Shirley Coburn, Chuck Coburn, Rosemary Watts, Rosemary Ellen Guiley, Debra Quayle,
Hadley Fitzgerald, Kate Elvin, Terry-Linn Snider, Ken Wydro and Others!

A

dream crui se is a voyage of
illumination in the midst of the
unknown. In the middle of the night
we float suspended in a cocoon of
awareness . No wonder
,--------------------------------,
that dreaming and sea
voyages are kindred
spirits.
"A vision on a hammock ." This phrase is a
translation of the Cuna
word for dream . This
native Panamanian
metaphor suggests a primal connection between
the gentle rocking and
swaying of the boat and
the nocturnal journey we
call dreams.
Dreams are journeys
of the soul. According to
the world view of most
indigenous peoples, while
the physi cal body sleeps ,
the soul is awake . This
purely psychic consciousness explores other realms
of the cruise experience itself to bring fresh
of experience. Research into the archetypal
perspectives and new insights for your life.
realms of the human psyche , as reported by
You'll receive hands on training in the
such explorers as the psychiatrist Carl Jung
interpretation of dreams , and participate in
and the mystical Edgar Cayce , has verified
processes that reveal and actuate the crethe aboriginal understanding that during the
ative and healing power in your dreams.
dream state our consciousness navigates
Being a part of a like-minded group of kinbetween the abyss of the ocean depths and
dred spirits, you'll also enjoy special groupthe infinity of the starry sky .
enhanced dreaming experiences and dreaming enhanced relationship experiences.

CARIBBEAN DREAMING

Blend together a Dream Quest and an
Adventure Cruise and you have the makings of a uniquely transformative adventure
. . . a Dream Cruise!
A special opportunity is coming your
way to be part of such an event. On board
our luxury cruise
you'll have the
guidance of knowledgeable dream
experts who will
help guide you in
connecting with
powerful, lifechanging dream
experiences. This
specially guided
dream work will
s11·oll1111,,11glt
,r,,,"d,-,,,01y1" "'"m' enhance the power
n·atas ,ff/1e Carihh<'CIII

THE ULTIMATE CRUISE/SEMINAR
VACATION

Our Dream Cruise has just the perfect
combination of recreation al, educational , and
inspirational elements to make
it your unforgettable "Dream "
vacation .
Your classic deluxe Super
Liner, the "Celebration," is
overflowing with old world
charm and provides a variety
of spectacular entertainment.
When you are not at the
seminars you can take advantage of the many activities from
the lavish show productions, to
the action in the casino, to the
night life of music and dance .

BEFORETHE CARIBBEANCRUISE
fNCLUDING CHICHEN - lT ZA AND PALENQUE.

JANUARY23 · 30, 1998
WITHHENRYREED, PH.D.,

YucatanExpert and
EDITOR OF THE Psr R ESEARCH COLUM N,
OF THE A.R.E.

MAGAZINE

(ASSOC
IATIONFORRESEAR
CH& ENLIGHTENME
NT)
OPTIONAL
YUCATA\l
TOUR
also availabl
e withoutCruise.
CALLFORDETA
ILS

CRUISE COORDINATOR

Designin g and hosting our dream program will be Henry Reed , Ph. 0., of
Atlantic University. His creation of the
Sundance Community Dream Journal
earned him the designation "Father of the
Modern Dreamwork Movement. " He has
recognized talents in coordinating the training skills of experts within a collaborative
community atmosphere of eager learners to
create a uniquely relaxed, innovative and
playful educational environment.
LIMITED CABIN AVAILABILITY

You'II start your vo_rngejim11New Orleanson your
wen· to visit /he cn ·.1·tal clear wa/ers and powdery
111/,'ite
sand heacl,;,1·<d'
/he Grand Cayman, ?lava de
Carmen,and Co~wnel. Cozumel, the sacred island
14'
the Maya, is dedicmed to the goddess lxchel, the
goddess offer1i/i1yand nourishmellt. Take our own
privale exrnrsionto visii the site of !he mi11sof her
temple at San Gervasio,whereher gemle and nurturing presence is still powe1fullyfelt here in lhe jungle.

There is always very limited availability, especially for the lowest priced cabins.
Reserve your space early to confirm the
cabin category of your choice . For the trip
of your dreams, call today. DON'T MISS
THE BOAT!
■

- Prices Starting at $1,299**Not inc lud ing. airfa re. Exac t price depe nds on cahin category select -

ed : other cab ins available at$ 1499 . or S 1599 for an ocea n view cabin.
A ll prices per person. double occupancy and incl ude seven night
c ruise. a ll mea ls on the ship. entew1in mc nt o n boa r<l, mos t on-boar<l
activities, confere nce fees and event s. Port clw rgcs . governm e nt foes
and taxe s totalin g $ 118.50 (s ubject to chan ge) arc not inc luded.

CALL POWER PLACES TOURS TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION
OUTSIDE CALIF. 800 - 234 -TOUR (8687) ■ INSIDE CALIF. 714 - 487 - 3450 ■ FAX 714 - 487 - 3456

Henry Reed, Ph.D. - A leadingexperton intuition
,
dreams andconsciousness,
Henryis knownfor llis popular workshops
andwritings.Heis the authorof numerous books on intuitionand dreams.
Rita Dwyer - Founding
LifeMemberand Executive
Officer of theAssociation
fortheStudy of Dream
s, an
international educational
association.Ritais a certified
pastoralcounselor,
writer,lecturer,andworkshop
leader.
Shehas studiedwidely notonlyin the fieldof dreams
and dreaming,butin Silva tecllnique
s, Therapeutic
Touch
, and Reiki.
Roberta Ossana- Robertawaspropelledintothe
"FieldofDreams"in 1975by a dreamof a visionary, precogniti
ve nature. Thedream manifested in 1980and
since thattime,she has regularl
y recordedandintegrated
the information
in herdreams.Sheis thepublisherand
editorof theDreamNetworkJournal, a publication
dedicatedto encourageindividuals andculturalappreciation
forthevalueof dreams.
Shirley Coburn- Teaches
, lecturesandfacilitat
es
dreamgroups. Association
forthe Studyof Dreams
(ASD)Boardmember and officersince 1992. Hosted the
ASDannual1996Dream Conference
in Berkeley, CA.
ChuckCoburn- Professional
Psychic,teacher
, lecturer,TVhostforPersonalPathways,authorof Funny
YouShouldSayThat...A lightheartedAwaken
ingto
andReality Is JustAn Illusion.
Psychic Awareness
ShirleyandChuckhavetraveledthroughout
theworld
witha focuson healinganddreams.
RosemaryWatts - A professionaldreameducator
who beganstudyingdreamanalysisin 1980.Rosemary
hasan eclectic approachto dreaminterpretation
which
fascinatesheraudiences.Sheis theregionalcoordin
ator
for Dreamworkers in Missourianda memberof the
AssociationfortheStudyof Dreams andtheAssociation
forTranspersonal
Psychology.
RosemaryEllen Guiley- A bestsellingauthor,
columnistandteacheron spirituali
ty, metaphysics and
visionaryexperience
. Her work is devoted to helping
othersachievepersonalbreakthroughs
in transformation
of consciousness,
healing
, empowerment,
creativity
, realizationofTruthandmastery of life.
DebraQuayle,M.A., M.F.A.- A licensed Marriage
andFamilyTherapistand teachercombines
depthpsychologyandsystemstheoryin herwork. Speciali
zingin
dreamworkandexpressiveart therap
y, sheteaches dreamworkseminarsand leadsdreamcouncils.
Continued...

Travel Program Organizer

Hadley Fitzgerald - Anastrologicalconsultantand
licensed psychotherapist
whohas taughtthatthe forging
of a relation
ship withtheDreaming Selfis criticalto our
psycho-spiritual
health. Sheusesastrologicalsymbolism
andtheTarotto assistin the interpretation
of dreams.
Kate Elvin- A certifiedhandanalystwhocurrently
workswiththe InternationalInstituteforHandAnalysis
.
Hand analysisis a lookintothesoul's agendaand contains an unlimit
ed amountof information
abouta person,
bothpastandpresent. Throughthedecodingof thefingerprints
, life purposeandlifelesson canbe determined.
Usinghand analysis cansharpen one's interpretationof
dreams.
Terry-LinnSnider- Certifiedas a handanalystwith
extensivemetaphysicaltrainingcombinedwithhermany
experiences
of transformationalwork,Terry-Linn brings
an integration
thatis uniqueand innovative. Thebalance
of Kate's andTerry-Linn'steachingandhealingability
providesa uniqueexperience
of depthandunderstandin
g
easily appliedto dreamwork.
Ken Wydro- Popularauthor,experienced
workshop
/
seminarleader, Broadway
producer, lyricistandstage
director
, Kenis an activedreamerwhoreceive
s inspirationandguidancefromhisdreams on a regularbasis. He
wrote thebestselling book, ThinkOnYourFeet, and is
co-creator
, director, andproducerof thelongest running
gospelmusicalMamaI WantToSing.

YOUR DREAMS EXPERTS* •••

Power Plac es Tours is the larges t tran sfo rmational tour & conferenc e organization in
the world. For nearly 20 years, Power Places
Tours has offer ed unique experiential trave l
pro gra ms.
Beyo nd takin g
you to some of the
world's most
breatht aking spots ,
you will participat e '
in the extraordin ary
ener gy and pow er
of these sac red
D,: Tt,hy Wei.\'.\
', Founder and
sites . You not only Presiden t <l Pmi·er Places
Tours. irith 1he Da/ai Lama m
see and visit the
the Tibeta11spi ritual leader\
power places , you
lwme in India.
experience them.
Un like the typi ca l tour where you take a
pictur e and get back on the bus , Power
Place s Tours pro vides the atmosp here and
time for you to focus on deeper, more mea ningful experiences of the sites you visit. Like
many of our parti c ipant s, you will take home
not only lastin g memorie s, but also profound ,
life-changing insights and experiences.

• List of presentersfor this trip is accurat
e at thetime of printing.
Somepresenters
' availability may change, andothersmay be added.

Comments from Past Travelers
"The Power Places' conferences bring
together the most advanced thinkers from every
discipline that is significant to our physical and
emotional well-being. They are joyful, transforming experiences.' '

-

CALL TODAY
for MORE INFORMATION

POWER PLACES TOURS

Deepak Chopra , M.D .

24532 Del Prado
Dana Point , CA 92629

..Power Places Tours created one of the most
memorable and profound experiences in our
lives. The competent, efficient and friendly
staff headed by Toby and Teri Weiss handles
every possible detail in the most professional
way. Enthusiasm , knowledge, and most of all
direct experience, combine to make Power
Places Tours our next choice in visiting the
truly mystical places on earth."
-

800-234-8687
OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA

714-487-3450
INSIDE CALIFORNIA

Gera ld G . Jam po lsky, M .D.
& D iane V. Ci rincione

FAX 714-487-3456

"Power Places Tours makes it possible to
interface with the energies on such a profound.
complete, and protected level."

f YEs!

-

Please visit our webs ite at
http://www .powerplaces.com

Barbara Ha nd Clow

We want to make reservations today for this extraordinary travel opportunity to the
Dream Cruise January 30-February 6, 1998. Deposit(s) enclosed of $450 per person.
Please make your paymentby credit card or check payableto PowerPlacesTours.

lf l

RESERVATION FORM
REGISTERNOW- SPACELIMITED

(Deposits refundable, except for $100 handling fee, until 120 days before departure.)
~

Name(s) Mr., Mrs., Ms..__________

§: Address.__________
w

~

City__

__

w
i:[ Phone: Day(

_ ___________
_ ___

___________
,___________

_J Please contact me with information
_J Check or moneyorder enclosed, or

__

_______

State._________

__
_ ____

__

_

_ ___

_

Zip______

_

Evening
on the optional

Yucatan/Mexico

tour .

Pleasechargemy _JVISA _JMASTERCARD_JAMEX _J DISCOVER
with $450 PerPersonfor_ _ person(s).
( Deposit paid by credit card may be applied to the cash di scount pri ce. See tour co nditi ons for detail s.)

Totaldeposit is $___

CreditCard Number__________________

Expires __ /__ Print name on CreditCard _ _ ____

_ ___

_
_ ____

_ ___

_

CreditCard CustomerSignature__________
_____________
_
Mailto:PowerPlaces
Tours•24532DelPrado•DanaPoint
, CA92629
. Phone:(714)487-3450
Detailedinformation
includingtourconditionswillbe sent withreceiptconfirmingyourreservation.

© Power Places Tours, 1997

14418
CST Registration #2019329-40

The most COllp"ehensive
Jtajanvideolibraryand
a $90.00 savings.

.No,you'renot
dreaming.
Thi s 15-tape series, "The Language Of
Dreams," conceived of and developed by
world renowned Jun gian analyst and expert,
Elizabeth Stra han, present s an unparalleled
journ ey int o th e mysterious language of th e
unconscious min d.
Th e hi ghl y acclaimed video series devoted
exclusively to dreams and th e study of dreams,
prov ides eve n th e most expe rienced
dreamworkers with an abund ance of too ls for
deco din g th e hidd en messages speakin g to us
th rough our dreams. Thi s exclu sive $90 .00
savings offer is available now 1

"Through
an intriguingblendof educational
instruction,
dreamsharinganddeft perception,The Language
Of
Dreamsenablesus to gaina duper awarenessof the
tTansforrnative
potentialinherentin Jung's unique
approach
to dreamworl<
."
PeggyCoats, Keeper
The DreamTree- A ResourceCenterfor Dreamers
"AU thepuzzle
piecescome togetherin chisimp,-essive
maste,pieceof dream.wisdom !"
RitaDwyer
ExecutiveOfficer andPast President
As.sociarion
ForThe Stud:,Of Dreams
"In chisseries, Ms. StTahanp,-ovides,and

beautifullymodels,an effectiveandrelative.I:,
simple
dreamsharingP,-ocess
far indillidualsandgroupsand
amplifiessome of the mare commonpersonaland
archet:,pa/.
symbolswhichappearin dreamsof people
aroundthe world."
H. RobertaOssana
PublisherI Editor, DreamNetworkJournal
Each video is individually priced at $29.95
and has a running time of 60 minutes.

BASIC COL RSI: - T,,pl', 1-6

DRI0 3 WOMEN IN WOMEN'S DREAMS
Exr lore th e da rk and ligh t sh adows th rough
rela ting to th e ot her wo men in your drea ms.
Con n ec t with the femi nin e r rinc ipal.

DR I 04 MEN IN WOMEN'S DREAMS
G hostly love r, demon love r, co mm andin g genera l,
sed uct ive wizard , tyra nt or mento r and guide . Mee t
th e inn er masculin e as friend or foe.

DRI0S MEN IN MEN'S DREAMS
Fin d your persona l ide n tity as a man th rough
bu ild in g a relat ions hi p to th e mascu lin e prin c iple
in your drea ms.

DRI06

WOMEN IN MEN'S DREAMS

Lea rn to kno w your soul by beco min g consc ious of
your relationshi p with th e inn er woman .

l'O~tl'l

l:11- l'Ol ' RSI · - I.11w, 1-16

DR107 BIRDS AND FLYING CREATURES
(PART 1)
Find th e arch etypa l mea nin gs of th ese flying
de ni zens in our nigh t jo urn eys.

DR108 BIRDS AND FLYING CREATURES
(PART 2)
Explore pe rson al and c ultu ra l assoc iations and
possib le in te rpreta tions of th ese win ged c rea tur es
in ou r drea ms.

DR109 SNAKES IN DREAMS
Drea ms of sn akes may fright en or fascinate and
lea d us to a journ ey of co nscio usness.

DR! 10 CARS, BIKES, TRAINS AND OTHER
VEHICLES OF TRANSPORTATION IN
DREAMS
Lea rn wh at it mea ns wh en you lose your car in a
drea m and th e signifi ca nce of th e kin d of vehicl e
you are tr ave lin g in.

SIIOlrI {.( H HSI - l.qw, 1-2
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DRI0I RELATING TO YOUR DREAMS:
THE METHOD

SHO RT COU RSE
BAS IC CO UR SE
CO MPLET E COU RSE

Th e pe rfec t sta rte r. Tape one presents bas ic
tec hniqu es for reme mbe rin g, reco rd ing and
processi ng your drea ms.

DR102 RELATING TO YOUR DREAMS:
MORE METHODS
Lea rn abo ut ac tive im agin atio n as a way of
in tegra tin g d rea m messages and wh at anim als in
drea ms symb olize.

SC200
BC20 1
CC 202

REG. $ 59-90
REG . $ 179.70
REG. $449. 25

DRl 12 RELATIONSHIPS: THE INNER
OTHER
A rchet ypal patt ern s of ou r co nt rasex ual images are
de fin ed and illustrated in thi s ta pe.

DRl 13 THE ALCHEMYOF RELATIONSHIP
Exp lore th e concep ts of shadow, anim a an d animu s
manifestin g in your bas ic hum an int erac tions,
part icularly betwee n men and women .

DR114 RELATIONSHIPS: PERSONALITY
TYPES
A map for und ersta nd ing th e most access ible of
Ju ng's concep ts.

DRl 15 CLOTHES, HAIR, JEWELRY:
FEMALE ADORNMENT IN DREAMS
U n ve ils th e soc ia l mea nin gs for women in th e way
pa rticul ar clot hin g, h air co lors and styles, and
pieces of jewelry appea r in your drea ms.

DRl 16 MENSTRUATION, PREGNANCY,
BIRTH: CYCLES OF LIFE IN WOMEN'S
DREAMS
Desc ribes th e mea nin g of n atural cycles in a
wo man 's life and what it mea ns wh en th ese cycles
emerge in d rea ms.

DC203

Catche r'" Dream Journ al Workbook for
. •
recor din g dreams acco rd ing to th e
•~: ' , •
met hod described in th e Short Co urse.
·
~ ~- '
Incl uded free with th e Co mplete Co urse
and sold ser arate ly. SRP $7.95.
· .=2 ·

1

SG204 THE STUDY GUIDE
Thi s 64-page Stud y G uide co n ta ins a
de ta iled lesson plan t"-b e used in
co njun ction with eac h ta pe. Includ ed
free in a ll thr ee co urse sets and sold
ser ara tely. SRP $8.9 5.

SP EC IA L $49.9 5
SPEC IAL $ 149.9 5
SPEC IA L $3 75.95

Pur ch ase indi vidua l ta pes for $29.9 5 and exrl ore th e topics of your cho ice
or ta ke ad vantage of th e specia l sav ings when you purchase co urse sets.
Shippin g/H and lin g
SC200
$4 .95
BC20 1
$6.95
CC202
$ 10.9 5

I[~
•~•

DREAM JOURNAL WORKBOOK

Colmful, 48-page,8-1/1" a 11""O,~ m

Tht' Swd y
(;ui J l•

II
ORDER TOLL FREE!

cos ts redu ced wh en rur ch asin g course sets.
OR
$4 .95 One Tape; add $2.00 fur each additional tape.
CA orders add 8.25% sales tax. Allow 2 weeks for deliveries.
International orders (outside the U.S. & Canada) $ 14.00 S&H per tape.

TMW MEDIA GROUP, 23 2 1 Abb ot Kinn ey Blvd. , Ve ni ce , CA 90 29 1

~

800-262-8862
310-577-8581
FAX ORDER TO

310-574-0886

Dream Network Journal

Bulk Rate
U.S. Postage Paid

1337 Powerhouse Lane, Suite 22
PO Box 1026 • Moab, UT 84532-3031

Sarasota, FL
Permit# 671

Subscriptions 1-800-861-3732

Forwarding postage guaranteed
Address correction requested

Paid subscription
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"Earth

Plays"

Art

by

Ben

Schnirel,

Moab,

UT

